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. It is beginning to be recognized that one of the surest ways to 
strengthen an educational program is to make a. careful. evaluation of 
what students are learning under present conditions and then to in-
augurate · needed improvements. If an extensive testing program is 
carried. out at intervals by the colleges and universities which offer a 
beginning course in nutrition,. the functional. value of this subject 
matter can be. markedly increased. Information obtained in a pretest 
will let the teacher know where her students are so that she may 
provide new experiences which will permit her students to apply 
generalizations and expand them. If, in the pretest, the teacher · is 
satisfied with the way the students have progressed, she may or· may 
not want to change her methods of teaching. 
Another crucial problem confronting teachers and administrators 
today is that of placing transfer students. Records which indicate 
that students have had .a given number of credits in the area of 
nutrition may represent quite varied achievements. With development 
of a pretest in this area, comparisons between the achievements of 




The author plans to construct a pretest in the area of 
nutrition that can be administe:red with a minimum expenditure ·Of 
time, energy and money~ In order to ascertain the reliability of 
the test, it will be necessary· to administer it to enrolling students 
who have had the equivalent of two years of homemaking in high 
school and/ or transfer students~ The determination of what the 
individual student already knows will allow placement according to 
ability* For some students, certain prerequisites may be 
unn!::'lcessary and deterrent to further work in nutritionw A valid 
and reliable pretest can serve as a basis for the following 
purposes; 
1. Exemption of students who make a score of B or 
above from the· first course in nutrition,. 
2. Sectioning of students according to . their level of 
achievement. 
3. Evaluation of levels of attainment reached by transfer 
students. 
4. Elicit motivation in the student by ind:icating present 
strengths and weaknesses and thus. increase interest 
in nutrition. 
5. Assist faculty in determining experiences and needs 
·· of students. 
6. Aid faculty in giving individual guidance. 
What will be discovered in a pretesting program in nutrition 
at the college level cannot, of course, be known in advance. It 
seems justifiable in assuming. that the findings, when they have 
been analyzed, will throw light upon many of the problems of the 
curriculum. The author assumes that a beginn:ing nutrition pretest 
can be devised which measures ability accu:rately enough· to: (l) 
exempt superior· students from a beginning course; (Z) section 
stud@nts according to their abiHty; (3) evaluate ability 0£ tl:'ansfer 
studemtsi and (4:) mot:i;vate students to· want to cla:r:i.£y :pi~sent 
z. M~asu:!;'es appl;l.Gation · of generalizations and p;rinoiples. 
;3.. Covets the areas eoncerned. 
4. R,eqµ,:ires a reasonable amount of ti:r.ne, energy and 
money to adm:i.nister. 
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Whe;t!e the a,na,lysis of data involves the use of :instru:r.nents not 
prEiviously vaUdated the problems of val;idity and. rel:i,ab:l.lity must be 
c;onsitlered. The yal:i.d:i.ty of an instrument indiGates .the, degree to 
whiqh it measures what it purports to measure. The q'!+esUon of 
J;'el;iab;i.1:ity~how aonsist€lntl:y. does the instrument measure ·whatever 
it measu:i;1es - is . a relatively simpler pl;'oblem, entaU:ing a ch12ck 
u,pon t.he E)Xtent to whic;:;h thE? instrument will yi\9ld s:i.mUar results 
upon rc1pElated trials. 
The prE)test will be based on application of principles, 
g1;;n€lral:izations and faGts, s~µc;e ·the a;l,m of nutl;'i~ion e.duc:ation is to 
· §stabUsh good food hab:i.ts, Generalizations, wh;l,ch are ~ncluded ;l,n 
thf;l subj~ct 1natter covered by the test, will be compiled from recent 
te~tl::iqok:s, nutl;'it;l,on jou:imal!;I, and bulletins. 
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An important characteristic of human beings is their ability 
· to draw conclusions as· a result of experiences.· and to. use these 
to advantage in meeting related situations. While one ,must admit 
that the more. intelligent the. individual. the great~r ·the probability 
that he will generalize ·and in turn apply his generalizations in .new 
situations; nevertheless,. it seems apparent that this method of 
teaching can markedly increase the· ability of the student to draw 
sound conclusions. 
Attention of educators in home · economics is · increasingly 
· being focused on the. importance of key concepts, principles and 
generalizations in education. Educators realize that the · school 
should concern. itself with presenting facts :to students in the form 
in which they can .be .understood and used in related situations. 
Vast areas ,for scientific exploration in nutrition· remain 
unknown. The search for new truth re9:uires., of course, that the 
student shall have a firm knowledge ·of the discoveries already made 
which means endless acquisition and careful digestion of known facts 
and ideas in nutrition. In other ·words, . the· s:tudent rn:ust not only 
learn what others .in the area have discovered, . but. he· :must begin 
to do some original thinking . of his . own. · At this point, . it is 
important to. have -a fine· perception of the boundary, between· knowledge 
and conjecture and a good grasp .of the research and theory in the 
field.. The application of principles, gene:t;'alizations and facts by 
the student in daily. situations can serve as an index to . his under-
standing of the importance of nutrition to his well-being. 
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In order for· the· reader to. be aware o-£ the author's use ·and 
acceptance o-f many abstractions presented within this · study, 
definitions are given for the· following terms: 
Generalizations as de-fined by Eppright, Pattison and Barbour 
· ( 6, . p, 41 ) are : 
Generalizations are· specifics · of broad application 
supported by facts. They show relationships among 
ideas that belong together, and are designed to 
encourage thinking on ·the part of students~ 
Concepts are· defined .by Do.uglass and Holland (5, p. 318) as: 
A concept is one's understanding, comprehension,. or 
· mental grasp of any idea. that stands for, represents, 
. or symbolizes a group -·of particulars having some 
definite relation to each other. 
Attitudes as definE;id by Good.(11, p. 37); 
••• are a state of mental and emotional readiness to 
react to s.ituations, pers:ons, or· things in a ,manner in 
harmony. with. a habi.tual pattel;'n of response previously 
cond,itioned to. or ·associated with these stimuli. 
Johnson ( 13, p •. 497) describes · critical thinking as: .. 11 Critical 
thinking is .the use of logical reasoning and the 
avoidance of common fallacies in judgment. 11 
Good .(11, p. 27) uses·the-foUowing definition: 
·Appreciate· r.efers to an emotionally fringed awareness 
or perception of the· worth, value, . or significance of 
' . 
anything. 
Di Vesta's (4, p. 645) · definition of values as: 
Values al;'e any. generali~ed circumstances · of living 
which an individual consciously or. unconsciously 
. believes to. have an effect on his well .. being or self .. 
realization, either to himself, or to those with whom 
he is concerned .• 
· Objectives as stated ,by Good (11, p, Z78) are: "• 11 • a 
desired .. change. in the behavior· of a.· pupil as ·a. res.ult 
of experience . directed •. by ·the · s ch.ool or teacher, 11 
Steelman (28, P• 24) expresses ·the· following: ''Directs 
self is· accepting·. r·espons:i'bility for ·one's -individual 
and collective actions. 11 
Cornbach (2,. p. 63) describes .understanding thus: 
Understanding gives · central place to, the· most general, 
. most powerful. principles,. it adds· meaning· to· each 
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· subordinate -principle,. a;nd it provides · a ,.way. o.f .. coming 
' to grips ·with unpl'ecedented situations. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
. The teacher has the· responsibility, to do· more than determine 
what. is. to be learned. There should be a concern with living 
today, not just preparation for the future. Ability to memorize 
facts indicates that· learning ha'3 occurred .at a low level only for 
learning outcomes . are numerous and complex;. Nutrition teaching 
could profit by be,coming behavior- centered and thus help people 
grow in ability to think critically and analytically, 
Concepts and generalizations of nutrition are not developed 
automatically by exposure; they. come ·to. be a part of one's · thinking, 
a part of one's mental equipment, when the teacher guides a learner 
to see. relationships between nutrition facts and experiences. 
Formulating· Objectives 
· The objectives· which teachers claim for a subject are often 
not the actual objectives that give direction to. the activities of 
students. The ends of the c9urs e, as · the teacher conceives · them, 
frequently do not turn out to _be the· ends of the course as the 
student conceives them. . From the. teacher's convictions to. the 
7 
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student's imptessions, -:much is lost in transit.' Perhaps -there. is 
nowhere any greater confusion on· the intellectual scene than that 
which e:xists · in respect to the aims and content of eq.ucation. 
Teachers, individually. and collectively, . must reach conclusions as 
to · what their · aims · are and what content will best achieve ·these aims:. 
Education is inevitably. concerned with helping the yqung ·take -their 
places in society. 
Good teachers· are those ·who are willing to· engage in the 
diffi~ult task of sorting, out worthy .. goals from the unworthy, · s:ignifi-
cant goals · ,from ·the· insignificant, urg:ent or .. central goals from the 
less important goals• In this way the teacher ·may. determine 
hierachies of objectives ·or. values ·which can sel,'!ve as a guide in . . . 
directing. her actions. However, . the· teacher· $hould · be · continually 
·aware that goals which are,.·not or ·cannot be -translated into practice 
are too often the enemy ; rather ·than the friep.d of good .teaching. 
Cornbach (2,. p. 23) believes ,that objectives may serve as 
. use.ful guides in planning a school Pf6gram or -in judging its 
e.ffectiveness. Objectives,. thus. become .ingredients in effective 
teaching and every teacher should bec;:ome an· active .. searcher ·after 
·those .means by which goals. may .be actualized or brought into being. 
Schneideman (26, .. p. 285) recommends the use ·of qbjectives 
for· providing long-range views of pedagogical aims instead of the 
traditional informational purpose of immediate ·and temporary 
· movement. 
Thus·. one of the first essential ingredients in formulating 
. objectives ·is that the ·person making the ·objectives ·must be ·aware 
· of· the purpo:se for· acting or· the· g.oah · to .. be ·achieved, Witho.ut 
some concept o! what . is : to .. be ·. accomplished, . 91:Jjectives · are 
· m·eaningless. 
It is important conseca,u:ently, to: think thro,ugh first the. bas.ic 
a.ims ·and goals of the areas to .be taught, for ·in so. d.oing the 
· teacher ·may secure .·guide .. lines which shqtild prove. invaluable in 
·.making sµbseq,uent teaching. decisdons. 
Key.· Concepts, Generalizations· and Principles 
Key .. ·· Concepts 
9 
The step ... wise approach, used in organizing this study was that 
of fol'n;n.ilating objectives,. key concepts.,. generalizations · and 
principles. . These appear as :th~ real. basis ·o.f the pretest. This 
· particular organization J.s . important if· kne>wledge in subject. matter 
· areas is .. to.' be ·ascertained ·by· the .pret~st, 
Concepts ·.of an abstract nature develop . slowly, They. can only 
be understood when they·are·taught in s:uch a manner ·that the 
s:ttident can,. interp~~t them i:ri terms. of his ·everyday· experiences • 
. It, is• evident that. a wide ·range o,f experiences ·is· essential for ·the 
, formulation· of concepts. The ·res.ults ,o,£ scientific studies bearing. 
· on this problem ,indicate clearly, that. actual experien,,ee on ·the part 
. of the preschool. and elementary s·chool child :is · the most ·important 
. factor ·in concept development. 
Johnson (13 1 Pe 133) writes: 
The · treme:ndous utility· of · concepts : to.} anyone .. is 
that they divide .things .up, · They o.rganize ·the 
. world .of uncountable objects,. events, arid ideas 
· into a .relatively:'smalLnu:mber · of categori~s,, 
Anyone who organiz~s :thig· world he· does bu$iness 
· with into.· a., consistent conceptual system ,has 
· 1'educed tremendously ;the occas-ions · for · subsequent 
1;>rql:)lem s:olving, 
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Douglas and Holland .,(5,. p, · 336) believe ·that concepts ·are a 
part of the. most s.ignificant products :of learning. They state: 
Concepts . arei, , indeed, .. the goal toward which all the 
different. outcomes o:f the . vario,us : types of learning 
· shquld be ·directed. · All of our acquisitions; .. of 
whatever ·kind,. seem ,.to have ·meaning ~or,value · only 
when they.·are related .to each other in such a way 
as· to. contribute. to o,ur. understanding of ourselves 
· and ou·r · en.vironment, 
Pa:ttis,on (Z2} who has :worked considerably ·with the use of 
generalizations ·and· concepts in teaching, sets •forth· the following: 
· 1. Concepts develop ,f~m :. cqncrete. to.· abstract, from ·vague 
·to·. clear, and·.from incomplete to· definite. 
2, In ·the process of learning, a .concept gains in clarity, 
spec:i;fic~ty and abstractness, and .its meaning is· inc1'eased. 
3. The basic process in acquiring, concepts o:f whatever 
• sort are. those ,of diffe.rentiation ·. and J.ntegraHon .(or synthes.is;). 
a, Concepts · are · developed by. the· enrichment of 
·experience,. by· the· differentiation of details, 
and by ,the synthes;is .,of these details into a 
structural unit. 
b. In the development of any. concept, . the qualities 
·or ·properties common .to a :Variety- of experienees: 
are detached or isolated from .those other features 
which, vary · from. ori.e · of the experiences to 
another,. and these common qualities :or 
. universal features are organized .into a new 
. unit of understanding., 
c.. Knowledge· advances ·with· increased. 9-hility · to 
notice ·details· and differences, concepts. are--
refined .and elaborated by, distinguishing, sub-
groups : on the bas:is of spacial propetties 
belonging , to, each. 
Pattison believes th.at appropriate identification· o.f learning 
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· exp~riences by the·teache:r ·is. helpful. She· cautions .however, that 
·· the teacher ·cannot give the s:tudent ·his· concepts. ·The· student· must 
const:r:uct his: coneepts :qut of his own experiences. The ·teacher 
sho,tild •be. co,gnizant that ~uch. concepts are ·not learned all. at once. 
Relevant experience and. step-wise growth. are -necessary in most 
instances in ·order to formulate concepts. Each, person builds his 
• own concepts from · previqus · experiences ·• and conditioning•· and usually, 
, he will stop ,at any_ level that satisfies .his· needs and purposes. In 
. addition,. these -concepts are subject to his own mental set, his 
· interests, . his. biases, . and moods. 
A variety of· experiences· will. ;furnish. background .for· construction, 
clifferentiation ·and .integration -.of· meaning 0£ concepts., Errors -in·the 
use· -of concepts irrtpJy incomplete ·and. distorted. information which can 
., be -corrected. only by enrichment of experiences. .:Pirect:, easily 
understood terms. are important. in -the development. of conc@pts ·which 
differentiate aspects of experiences. 
Concepts are not mental. patterns that can at first. be ·formed, 
. -then .put into practice. The ·meaningfulness of the concept depends 
· upon and varies ·with its a-ctual use. 
Co:rnbach (2, p. 280) forewarns: 
· The ·Limitations·· of Q'l:li:r · concepts pose· several tasks 
for· the -teacher. ln judging the content of .his 
c;;iqurses, .. he- mµ:st be' i:su-r~ -that concepts are·wisely 
·chosen.· Otherwise, they :may block ·:thinking, or 
·· readiness ·for ·learning ,more -advanced mat®rials. 
The · teacher ·can go furthter, . howev'er, . and help 
pupils :realize that qu:r ·concepts ·are -primarily 
conveniences,. an.d not necessar,Uy ·the· way fac-ts 
can be ·organizeq.. It. is:w®rth while -to ,teach 
students to. searc_h ··actively.for -be<tter ·concepts; 
· the main ·thing, that the creative thinker does , is· to 
·reorganize-familiar ·ideas :and.details• a,hput more 
-powerful concepts. 
Generalizations · and Principles 
. . 
·12. 
Generalizations· and principles .used j.:n nutrition are .·µxt;ended 
;.to , lead . the· student to• an .. understa,nding .·· of information and to . awaken 
·. him .to .•the s.ignificance , of. nutrition as : a force .. in -his lif 1:1. Many 
. statements ·are· abstract and .may ,be.·applied ·in a wide variety. of 
s.ituaitions,. therefore,. the ·effectiveness ·of their application challenges 
·the., ingenuity o.f the edu.cat0r · as ·well. as -the· situdent. 
The term ·principle :may be .used to designate. a generaliza ... 
tion or a fundamental general truth. Bec<+use. of this si:i:nilarity .in 
:m•eaning, between a princ~ple · and a generalization, . the -two will be 
.used. interchangea,bly in this• study. 
Pattison .(21,. p. 141) writes: i 
' I• 
••• pupils must learn to gene-:ralize. from many 
.·related·· experiences. · The ·.degree. ,to, ,Which·· pupils 
lea.rn· to formulate and apply generalizations ·is 
largely dependent upon the teacher's educational 
philosophy. Mere verbalization of p:rineiples may 
block real understanding.. Pupils must solve 
· many problems having· common elements .before 
they can safely generalize:,. and. they :rnust have 
opportunities to apply these generalizations :to 
. solutions of new problems before th@y .·· can gain 
. undex'standing. 
Intellectual generalizing reqtt:11.res that we .be ·conscious· not 
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only of s.imilarities but of differences as ·well, It is necessary to 
note that things may be similar and yet be different. This will 
lead to analysis and definition, . the, elements needed .if one.· is · to 
. be able to generalize. On@ of the· great tasks · pf the ·teacher is 
· to assist the student in building, valuable generalizations. 
For the development of generalizations· and an .understanding 
. of them, .. the. use of a nunt1ber of illustrations or examples .by. the 
· teacher is.· usually necessary. To• serve thefr designed purpose, 
these illustrations· themselves ·must. be· readily. understood. 
· Somet,i:mes illustrations • or analogies CO.l'l.vey• mis conceptions . because 
the related: experience of the student is not what th€· teacher as s.umes 
· it to be. 
Kingsley. and Garry US, p. 409) remind the teacher that in 
developing generalizations, it w:ill not b~ necessary to start at the 
·prirnitiv@.level of concrete·exped@m:::e in \®very.·case. Explanations 
framed in general ter:ms already familiar to ,the student may be 
effective. They also su~gest that students of relatively:high 
intelligence will require fower concrete e:x:arnples to, reach a 
generalization than less gifted childre;n. 
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Educators . are constantly finding new principles ·or making 
useful generalizations. But if we are ·to profit from them these 
generalizations · mu.st be ·appli,ad in practical ways... The thinking 
required to , make .full practical us e ·of a principle . in any . particular 
· situation may be thought of as application. 
Sorenson (27, , p. 369) expiains: 
Teachers · should work .for ·wide application of the 
. facts, . theories, . and principles discussed in the 
classroom. The ·teache r who has ·a faculty of 
drawing her examples from ·many:- fields · makes 
her ·pupils consciqus · of the ,inter-relationships · of 
facts ·and principles :and their ·wide application • 
. • • • the teacher ·should n ot only. make application 
of the principle of the associated response by 
· many examples · and illustrations -but should also 
encourage students .to , generalize. Students 
ordinarily . learn · many ·facts and principles in 
rote · fashion and may fa:il to transfer ·their 
knowledge to another ·situation ,unless the ·instructor 
trains them to see i ts relationship ;to other problems. 
Possibilities and Limitatio·ns of The · Multiple • Choice ,Item 
The · multiple- choice ·,type of i t e m , c an . be adapted to a number 
· of subjects and to measuring a number · of different types of ,. 
abilities. One is apt to measure -only facts in ·. constructing .any 
.· test; but other phases · can , be measured if thqught is expended in 
making qut the items. 
Ross (24, p. 152) states: 
The multiple-choice . type of ,item is usually regarded 
as · the · most generally appl:j.cable of all . test forms. 
••. Unusual. care , must be exercised . .in the · const~uc-
tion of multiple -- choice tests, . howeve.r, . in order ·to 
avoid the inclusion of irrelevant o•r superficial 
clues, and in o,rd.e:r to insure that the tests 
measure something· more than the memory of 
factllal knowledge. 
Vaugh (34, p. 195) writes: 
The multiple-choice form· is by far the most 
popular one in current use. It is free from 
many of the weaknesses inherent in other 
form:s. It is adaptable to a wide .variety of 
item topics. • ". lt cap,. be used with great 
skill and effect:i:venes·s · t~ · measure complex 
abilities and fundamental understandings. 
Lee ( 17, p., 397) regards it as: "One of the best means 
for testing judgment that is available., 11 
A t(j:st may appear to have excellent validity with respect 
to the iµ1mediate objectives· of a .unit of instruction when these 
are -ill-conceived in l."~lation to· mo·re nearly ultimate educational 
. goais. In fact, · there -may be -major advantages in focusing 
attention to the· development of specific -kinds of test items which 
ca;p. be used effectively ;Ln high .. lighting what may be weaknesses 
. in course objectives. Not all criterion measures a.re· equally 
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satisfactory in this.· respect. . The :multiple~ehoice form being very 
flexible, can be most closely fitted to this situation, 
,'kindquist ( 18) asserts that the multiple~choice item is 
definitely superior· to other types for meas.uring such educational 
objectives ;;i.s · inferential reasoning, reasoned understanding, or 
sound judgment and d.~scrimination on the part of the pupil,. 
; 
Remm~rs and Gag~ (23, P• 94) point qut the advantages and 
the d,isadvantages· of the· multiple-choice question;· 
( 1) The item can be adapted for testing the 
higher mental processes such as inferential 
reasoning and fine discrimination, as well as 
the· rote memorization of is,olated facts,. It 
is the flexible kind of test item 'available · for 
varying types of mental processes according 
to a specific- kind of subject matter. (2) 
The· multiple-choice item is frequently prefer~ble 
to the simple· question when the correct response 
is lengthy or. involved or can b'e written in several 
forms,. (3). In proportion as the .number oL 
alternatives .is greater than two, . the· possibility 
of guess.ing the correct answer is less .than in 
.the · true-fa:lse test;. the greater the number and 
plausibility of these alternatives,. the less ·chance 
there. is for· a guess answer ·to. be. correct. (4) 
Finally,·. multipie-choice tests ·tend to be free of 
response sets :which, as previously said, . may 
. seriously dilute ·with irrelevant factors ·what is 
· measured _by · constant tests. 
Disadvantages of the multiple-choice test item 
:are: (1) .· It is much more d.~fficult to construct 
well· than are other ·forms of test items •. 
(2) ••• Multiple-choice items require· more ·time 
per :item than dci, some other types. 
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Test Construction 
The first step in planning a test or measuring instrument 
is. to decide what goals or· objectives to measure. Having 
defined .these objectives,.· the .teacher ,then decides what type of 
test will best accomplish her purposes. The~e decisions are 
usually· influenced .by the nature ,of the· content, processes, or 
. skills to be measured. Measurement and evaluation are 
comparatively recent co.ncerns for educators. The teacher who 
wants to measure and evaluate effectively needs to become 
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acquainted with many techniques., to, know th.e uses and limitations 
of each, and to be· able ,to. judge whether or not a specific tes:t 
or technj.que is worth .. using - either· in a given situation or a.t. 
all. 
A good. test is a grttat saver ·of time and work, and permits 
• tme to obtain a really · extraordinary amount of information .about 
a class or school system with a srnall expenditure of time and 
energy. ¥1.many situations,. it is essential to meas.ure progress .. 
in learning, to determine · the · extent to which important objectives 
have been reac.hed by the individual or group. . In many;. other 
settings.,. it becomes necessary, to attempt to predict future 
· attainment. 
The· Multiple-Choice ·Items 
. The -more· cotp:tnon :.types· of short-ans1-V.er tests are, . c,omple .. 
' . t 
·, 
tion,. multiple-choice,. true-false~:: and matchin.~ · exercises. · In 
view of their ·widespread· popularity, . the re , is no .· need to . belabor 
the rea¢!.er · here with descriptions of the corn:mon forms· c;>f 
· objective .test items. ·There· are many ,variations of· each form 
: . . ,, .. 
and. the .. sele<rtion of one or· the other, as a technique of m:eas:urem·ent 
should depend .on a cons.ideration of which is most appropriate. 
The author beB,ev~s that the merits :.of the multiple-choice 
,(pest an~we,:r) type -of test question are so ,man,y and the !attitude 
,of U$es ·1so broad ;in comparison with other 'types of items. that it 
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is the· type considered here. Almost every type of objective test 
ques·tion is a variation of one of these four forms9 
Travers (30, p. 179) explains: 
••• the merits of the multiple-choice type of test 
question are so great and the range of us.es so 
extensive in comparison with other typeS-- of ite:ms. 
• ~. The essential structure of a multiple-choice 
·test question consists of a problem and a number 
of suggested solutions 1 .. of which one is usually 
correct. The suggested solutions are sometimes--
called the alternatives 5 and the incorrect alterna-
tives · are sometimes called the decoys, or 
distracters. 
The multiple .. choice item requires the pupil to recognize 
which of several suggested responses is the best or the correct 
way to a,nswer a question or complete a statement,. 
'l'orge:nson · a..nd Adams (32, pl> 234) wrtte: 
Multiple .. choice items can be designed to r·equire 
reas·oning and judgment~ as well as a · knowledge 
of facts. Multiple-choice items which are well 
constructed tend to be much :more valid and 
reliable tha.n an equivalent number of true,.,fahe 
items. They are applicable to evaluating gl'owth 
toward a wide . variety of instructional goals. 
They can be easily and objectively scored .. 
Wrightstone, J\istman, and Robbins (37, p. 85) state: 
The multiple~choice type of question is also 
relatively free from "absolutes" in that the 
"best" statement of several that are given is 
to be selected as the "cor:rect'' answer, The 
"correct" answer, therefore, is relative to 
several other given statements rather than to 
all possible "not given" statements, as in trues 
false questions,.. 
Nunnally (19, p~ 153) makes the following observation: 
The essay examination is comparatively easy 
to construct but difficult to grade ·with-,more than .a 
dozen st'IJ,dents.. · An adequate multiple- choice 
·examination· is , much m~ne · difficult to. construct, 
but it ca:n be ,graded ®asily eve:r.i. with .huAdreds · of 
students:. • •• The critids:ms of n:iti1tiple=choice 
examinations usually/concern how bad. th.111:y,.-can 
be.·when improperly constructed and ignore ·the· 
ext~nt to which-important materials can be ·framed 
in ,multiple-choice -form by the ing~niqus test 
cons:tr.uctor. 
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·It has been pointed .out. earlier that \the -mµH;iple=choice item, 
. although the most fl@xible · kind of t(i;lst item, is ;Very · difficult to 
c:on~truot. No item should _be ·so ,eaS!y..··that one-hundred per ·CE:mt 
. of the students succeed with .it nor s.hould an.y 1be ·so .. difficult that 
no ,one · succeeds. 
Remmers and Gage -,(23,. p. 95) sµggest the following guides 
·for· constructing a .:1;rn.Htiple=choice ·examination. 
1. The ·stem ·may 'be .. in the· form either· ·of a direct 
question or ·an .incomplete statement.· 
z. If the incomplete statem@nt form of s:tem.:is used 
· .. it shmild be -meaningful in itself and imply a 
· direct question •.rather than ·merely lead .into, a 
collection .of unrelat~d tr,ue=false · statements. 
3. The. dist:ractors shquld be plausible, . so, that the 
· pupils who ,do, not possess th~· achievement being 
. evaluated will tend :to select them c:rather ·than 
the correct answer-. 
4. The length of precision ·of the· a;lterna.tives should 
. not vary systematically with their corre·ctness. 
5. .The arrange:i::nent of alternativ~.s !sho,uld be _utj . iform 
throughout the.· test. 
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. 6. Grarnmatical consistency should be maintained 
througho,ut the itern. 
7. The· number of alternatives· sho,uld be four· or 
· £iv~. There should be th€·. same m:tmber ·of 
f$Very item.if· a .forrnula,to, correct for ·chance 
.·.guessing is· applied to th11:J score. 
8. There ·should be homogeneity, in the· alternatives. 
9. · Corrections· for· guessing, need .n0t be applied 
in ·the . usual clas ~ roo:m s,ituation. 
1 O. The level o,f mental process • required by an 
item is :dependent in large· part upon homogeneity 
of the. alternatives' presented by /it. 
11. Dis tractors can .often, be -:made , attractive ·and 
plausible by: expr~ssing ,them in textbook phraseology. 
Test Validation and· Reliq,bility 
/ The four -indispensable characteristics of a good measuring 
instrurn~nt may well be designated as validity, reliability, 
. objectivity and adequacy. These fpur · cJ:literia. are · related in a 
very s:ignificant manner. A worth-while· test ;must pos.sess 
-validity, but .. its -vaHdity is dependent on-it reliability. Similarly, 
a test possessing· reliability ·rnuat be ·Characterized by 'Objectivity 
· and adequacy. . Valid tests can. be constructed if objectives are 
· clearly. defined.. It is essential therefore -.to. know what. to 
,measure and how to ,measure.· If. the test is· to be:valid, . it 
must be rf!lliable and vice versa. Sometimes reliability and 
validity ,are -confused. but there ·is· a dear~~ut distinction between 
them. 
Ross ·(25, p .. 90) explains: 
By reliability is : meant the degree to · which the 
test agrees ·with ·itself. To what extent. can 
. two or ·more ·forms ,of the test be ·relied .Upon 
to give the. s:ame results, or' the same test to give 
th,e same ref:!tilts ·when repeated? If. the s:cores 
on the test ar€ stable. under these :conditions, 
the test is said to. be· :reliable. ·In a word, 
. reliability. :means consistency.·· .••• the . ideal test 
. tells the· truth consdstently. 
Gerberd.ch (10,. p •. 25) wr,ites: 
· The degree · to which a test measures · whatever 
·it actually;:measures :indicates ,it reliability. 
This· m:~ans · that a ·test must• :measure ·accurately 
. and consistently \if it. is.·to.: be ·reliable. • •• any 
test, . othel' instrument, . or·· techruique ·must be 
·reliable· if it tis• to· be valid. ·. ;!t ,is not possible· 
.for ·th@:· classroom teacher ·or any. other pers:on to 
measure what b:e s:ets ,qut to\ measure unless ·he_ 
uses.··. a. rfi!:ally, accu·rate.·mecit,sUring ,instrument. 
; 
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Validity is· a very, important characteristic of an evaluation 
instr,ument, a c::rucial factor· in its selection.. If the test. lacks 
va1idity, . the· results, of evaluation· ate ·worthless· and may be 
·misleading. 
Remmers and Gage (23, p. 122), state: "The· validity of 
an· ~valuation device. is the degree to which : it 
·. measures ·what it is :intended .to .. measure". 
Lee ·.( 17, p. 324), writes: 
A test. should measure the ·principle o,bjectives of 
the c:ourse, not trivialities.. .· The best check for 
· the· teacher. ·in judging ·the, validity.· of the.· test. is 
t0 be· sure that· the 'items· selected ,(1), measure ·the 
objectives ,of the·· course, (2) are ,the ,more 
· important ones ·of. the c~urse, :(3) · paralled the 
· actual. teach:i.ng,:which has .been done,. and (4) 
I , , . 
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- represent a · wide ·sampling· of m~teria1s · tau~ht. 
Another important factor affecting· reliability.·is. · the 
· · qbjectivity · of the test with ,respect to administration ·a:nd scoring~.· 
The ·objectiv.ity ef a ·.test is· found .. in scoring procedures. that 
make: it 1:1ossJble for two, scorers ·to, get the same· results. 
Gerberich ·.(lo,. p. 25) expresses: objectivity of a test in 
this · rn'ann~ r: 
The degree to, which a ·.test me~SU:t'es ,without 
intr,usion of pers:onal .. opinions · and s-ubjecth,e 
judgm,ents :on . the: part of· the · person . doing·· the 
·. scoring indicates .:its :o.bjectivity. . ••• objectivity 
'.·is' prerequisite to; reliability in a test. 
©bjectivity, . as ·well as -val~dity and reliability, 
,;J:tj·a. y vary from high to low. 
The·. fqurth major· criterion ·of a .good .measuring instrt:1:m~nt 
is ade~uacy. . For· achievement tests, the principal basis :for 
··judging .. validity is · the adequacy 'with ·which·. the content of the 
test re:pr~sents :the· content of the• cpurse of instruction. 
Gerberich: (10,. p. 26), states: 
The deg re~- to· which ·a test is . of sufficient length 
· to, sample· widely,•the behavior ·it is ·designed.to 
, measure· indicates ,its adequacy. . A test must 
always- deal with only a .sample of the ·o.utcor.pes 
it' seeks ·to, measure. - ••.• In· general, . a rather 
large num.ber oof s:hort test. items :is preferable 
·to a' s:r:nall nur.nber of long and -involved test 
. exercises --in ·attaip;ing a .desirable degree of 
· adeq~acy. 
t 
,-~;~ r' ':1 ' 
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Administration of Objective Tests 
A test may meet all the criteria so far ·mentioned and. yet 
present great difficulties when it comes to scoring. An 
important factor which affects ease of· scoring is objectivity of 
the test itself. One can work out the directions for a test eve:r 
so carefully, organize it as ·well as possible, and yet achieve 
only a measuring device which becomes complicated to score 
because the test was designed to yield sub~scores,. part~scores, 
or· contains · more ·than one correct. response. Objectivity of 
scoring questions on .short-answer tests· is relatively ·high since 
generally, .. these tests have only one acceptable response. 
Ease of scoring. is an especially important consideration 
where large numbers of tests are to be used. Also the amount 
of time and cost required to score each test is an important 
factor in the total cost of the testing program. The cost of a 
test which requires fifteen minutes to score is much greater· than 
one which can be ·scored in five minutes, regardless of who does 
· the scoring. The more complicated the scoring, the more chance 
there is for errors, and the more time must be spent in checking 
. the work. Also, if scoring becomes ·too burdensome and time 
consuming, it may never be finished, 
Ross and Stanley (24, p, 156) state; 
As a rule, the best procedure in scoring objective 
tests is to give one point of credit for each correct 
response. In multiple,.. choice tests this means one 
point for each item properly. marked, and in recall 
tests it means· one point for each blank correctly 
filled~ It is unnecessary to weight the· items 
according to estimated difficulty or ·importance. 
Travers (30, p. 188} suggests; 
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Answers should nearly always be ·marked on a. separate . 
answer sheet provided. for that purpose, for-this 
permits the.use of a stencil.key.for scoring·the 
test.. In the. case of objective ·test questi,ons, ·.· it is 
· recommended, unless there is· so;ne very compelling 
reason to do· otherwise, that one point of credit be 
· given for each item correctly· answered. Unless.· the 
· student has been instructed to answer every item, 
. even if he does ·not know' the answer, a fraction of 
his wrong answers · should be· sti.btracted fr0m his 
. score, to prevent the· stude-nt who guesses· a· great 
deal from obtaining an unduly high s,do,r!:1). The 
fraction to be used is 1 .• 
No. of alternatives .. = 1 
When the scientific cohstruction of a test is considered, not 
only. should it meet. recommended requirements, but also. the test 
should be· -' 1tried out" by being administered .to a .random group .of 
pupils and. a ;statis,tical analysis ·made of test results. 
Orleans and Sealy. (20, p. 216) write: 
.• · •• the analysis· involves a deter!Y).ination · of the 
difficulty of each question · for · each grade · as .· a 
.. basis ·for ·ascertaining · ( l) . the · order in which 
, the· questions are· to, be· arranged in the· test, 
(2) the difference between the difficulty, of the 
items,,. to insure accurate :measurement, (3) 
the adequacy of the wording of the· questions, 
(4) the completeness of the· scoring key, .(5)_ the 
clarity of the fostructions for taking, £or g:iving, 
and .for scoring the test,. and (6) the adequacy 
of the time allotted for the test: 
There -is· much work involved .in, making this analysis. 
One ,must eliminate some· of the· original material and .repeat 
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the procedure with the· r·evised form, If the test 
f 




. METHOD OF PROCE;DURE 
In .seaich,for·more scientific ~nowledge of human behavior, 11 
tests and otheJ;" · inst:r.uments. have been. developed· to :yield, information 
about specific . cap"'cities as well as ij,l;)out intelligence as · a whole. 
To measure apility with exactitude is a .difficult and technical feat. 
Indeed, . if held to the;ir. bas.ic function• as. tools, tests can be · of immense 
·assistance· to a.n .institution. in ascerta,,i:ning. to· what degree. it is achievi:ni 
· th~ outcomes that· it expect1:1 for the· kinds of students that it has. 
The. compos.ition of .the· toel used in this study can best be .under-
stood by identifying tJ:ie. materials used. in its construction, The 
devices employed are: (1) a, set of o,bjectives >for a beginning nutrition 
cc;,urse; (Z) fo:rrnulatio,n of. key concepts, related .to, the· objectives; ,(3) 
development of gen~ ralizations · for use . ·.in · the · construction of written 
nutrition pretest. items, and .( 4) :methods for· testing validity and 
reliability of questions • 
• 11. :· 
Formulation of ·objectives 
A :q,easurem~nt program cannot func~ion well unless there are 
· clear~cut definitions of goals and eciucational objectives; The 
·26 
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process of defining goals is most complex, but. the importance of 
this first step· cannot be -overemphasized,. 
For· these -l;'easons a set of objectives was developed,by, the 
· author for a. beginning nutrition cou·rs~. Objectives• developed for 
-- the Fo_od, Nutrition -and Institution -Administration Department by ·the 
-faculty at Oklahoma,.$tate -Univers.ity · were . used as a guide in 
- developing the· objectives, for -this - study, 
An early step in _the forrp.ulation of objectives· was the --inclusion 
of flexibility in order· to, make them adequate -and in _balance with ·the 
-emphasis-· given. to -other. courses• in· home economics. It should be 
, emphasized t:hat each objective ·was• stated __ in terms of, student goals 
and not as -goals -of the· teacher. However, .. the· 9bjectives: were 
· specific enqugh -s,o, that_ both -students -and teacher· could .test the 
-- realization -of them, 
The -finaLlist- of objectives ·were -~rvaluated by. using-_ a content 
and· beh,avioral. aspects cha:ot, - descdbed _by. Tyler (33, p. 31) and 
l?repared -by-' Steelman (28, p. 65,). This -device allowed the -objec-
tives -to be evaluated. for ·pul;'poses -of ec~moroy and efficiency. 
The developed set o;f objectives. can- be·- seen dn the -appendix. 
Identification of Key Concepts 
•Ide11tification of key. concepts related to the set of objectives 
· devel9ped __ for a. beginning college.- nutrition. course ·was a signifi-
cant phase _ of this -study. They permitt~d the -scope -of the 
I ' ' ' 
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objectives as well as the generalizations to be identified. Thus, the 
key concepts served as the basis in describing the subject-matter 
material which would be emphasized in the pretest. 
A list of key words, pertinent to each objective was made. 
This list was then used as a classifying system in integrating or 
evaluating the areas to be included in the pretest. 
A set of the key words used in the study is presented in the 
appendix:. 
Formulation of Generalizations 
A set of generalizations was developed by the author which 
served as the framework for the formulation of test items. 
Specific precautions outlined by Barbour ( 1, p. 102) when stating 
generalizations in nutrition were used as guidelines in developing 
generalizations for this study. The subject-matter material which 
facilitated the organization and phrasing of the generalizations was 
taken from current tex:t books ( 6, 7, 12, 14, 16, 29, and 35). 
The reliability, clarity, level and importance of the generali-
zations were. evaluated by four members of the Food, Nutrition 
and Institution Administration faculty at Oklahoma State. University 
who had taught beginning nutrition classes in college. The generali-
zations receiving ratings from two or ·more persons as being 
irrelevant, lacking clarity, or of too high a level were either 
reworked or were eliminated entirely. Any discrepancies of 
reliability were carefully researched and allowed to stand only 
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when substantiated by more than one. atithority. · 
The complete set of generalizations are included in the appendix. 
Construction of the Nutrition Pretest 
Much work has been done in recent years to show that the 
objectivity of the · short-answer test cari be combined with 'the depth 
of the essay test. The short-answer test is quick and fairly easy 
to score objE;lctively. 
The decision to use all multiple-choice items was made after 
careful scrutiny of the good and bad points of the usual types of 
test forms. The items were constructed so as to test reasoning 
ability, understanding and application of principles. A test so 
constructed overcomes the faults found in many short-answer 
examinations. 
Each multiple-choice item consisted of an introductory part,· 
or stem, and four dis tractors. The number of alternatives · or 
distractors can vary from two to any larger number. But generally 
when four or five distractors are used the reliability of the test is 
higher than when only two or three possible responses are available. 
A set of criteria: used in this study for constructing ·multiple-
choice que.stio,ns was compiled by Steelman (28, p. 25) from 
suggestions of previous. workers (8, 23, and 36) and is as follows: 
1. The lead or stem may be in the form of a direct 
question or an i:r;1complete statement. 
a. If an incomplete statement is used, . it should 
be meaningful in itself and imply a direct question, 
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b, In general, the incomplete· sentence form seems to 
provide greater economy of language, 
2. As much of the item as possible should be included in the 
lead, 
3. The lead should generally be stated in positive terms. If 
negative items are. used they should be underlined. 
4. A single definite problem should be presented in the lead. 
5. Dangling participles or gerunds should not be . used in the 
lead, 
6. Each· ite'm in a test should be· independent of other items. 
7. All of the alternatives should i'foUow both plausibly and 
grammatically. from the· statement of the problem. 
8. The answers.· should be parallel in grammatical form • 
. 9. The alternatives should be made as. brief as possible. 
1 O. The alternatives · sho,uld be· similar. 
11. The distractors should be plausible. 
a. Make distractors · as familiar as the correct answer. 
b, Relate. to the same concept as the correct answer. 
c. Make as reasonable and natural as the correct _ 
answer, 
12. The arrangement of alternatives should. be uniform through-
out the test, One .under the other is the. best arrangement. 
13. The length of the· alternatives shquld not vary systemati-
cally with their correctness. 
14. The' position .of the correct answer should not vary 
systematically, 
15. "None of the above" as an alternative should be .used only 
with .definite facts. 
16, "All of the above" gives answer if student _knows that two 
answers are right. 
17. Compound responi;;es shquld be avoided. 
··\ 
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18. If alternatives contain two pairs. of opposites, the· members 
of each pair should appear· together to avoid confusing the 
subject unnecessarily. 
19. Irrelevant inaccuracies should be avoided. 
20. Unusual vocabulary should be avoided. 
The· compilation of generalizations formed the resource· for the 
test questions. A total of 125 items were included in the test. The 
careful. guidance and' evaluation of each question by the thesis adviser 
modified many of the weaknesses contained .in some· items, 
The. test was reproduced on· letter=size paper with two columns 
per page. The alternatives were randomly placed in a straight line 
. under the stems of the test items • The cover page contained 
. directions for both the examiner and the e:xaminee;. it also. prevented 
the students from reading ahead before they were told to begin. The 
pages of the test were stapled together in the upper-left corner. 
The· 137 students taking the test were enrolled in the beginning 
nutrition classes and had had no previous nutrition courses. The 
test was administered to each group u.nder similar physical conditions 
of temperature, lighting and qutside no,ise. 
Specific instr.uctions for marking the separate answer sheet 
with special pencils and the purpose of the test were given before 
· each test. Completion of the entire set of questions was emphasized 
so that ea.ch item could be analyzed for validity. A fifty .. five 
minute period was allowed for. the. test, therefore each· student was 
cautioned not to spend too much time on an.y one question, 
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Method for Test Analysis 
Calculatiqn of. the. reliability coefficient of the test was.· carried 
out _by :mea,ns of the followit.t.g approximation formula ,(9, .. p.. 336): 
ru = reliability of ·the ·whole test~ 
n - number of items. in. test;, 
t . - standard deviation of test scores. 
m ·- . mean of test: scgres, 
. The d.etern:"iination of an .II estimate" of the •reliability· of the · test 
. . . ·.- .· · .. · . . . . 
. involved the use ,of the. numbe,r. of items .in :-the. test,. the stanciard 
deviatio;n. and the mean of the test scores, 
· The· author received guidance from Dr.. Harry· Brqbst, Head, 
. : . . 
. . . . . . 
. . . 
·:13urea.u of .Testing and .. Measurements, ·· Oklahoma State -University; in 
the· statistical analysis. of the· test data • 
. Hein analysis consisted .-.of comparing ·the responses oftestees 
. in the upper:. 27 · per . cent of· the total gro:up on. each. item with· the 
testees in the lower 27 per ·cent of the· total group~ A. total. of 37 
.· subjects w·ere: included in ;the. upper 2.7 per cent. and a total of 37 
$ubjects :were included. in the lower 27 per. cent. 
The· proc::e.dure. for the analysis of the test data. invoived .:treat-
ing each ::~tern in the. upper .and lower 27 per cent qf the total· 
distribution; oftest sc::ore.s in th\e followin~ manner:·. {l) the number 
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0£ distractor responses and right answer responses were counted; 
(2) correcting the number of :right anBlw.er 'l',e.sponses :for guessing, . a 
proportion was derived iby applying the following formu1a: (3~ . p, 6) 
P = R ~ ..... W ... 
(K .. l) 
P - Proportion 
. R ::;; The number 0£ testees that answered the. item correctly, 
W ::::: The number of testees that answered the item •. incorrectly~ 
K - The ·number 0£ choices in tb.e. item, 
N :;; The number of testees • answering the , question, 
(3) the validity indl::'lx was o,btainedby reading frQm Thorndike's Table 
3 (31,. p, 348);. (4) the valiqity· index was converted into a discrimina-
tion index by reading from the Discrimination Indices. Table prepared 
by 'Davis {J); (5) 1:>y summing the. proportions· dedved in step 1(2) and 
dividing by two, the level of item difficulty was determined and .(6) 
the average proportion derived .in step ,(5) • was converted into a 
difficulty. index number by .. reading from •the· Difficulty, Inq.ices · Table 
prepared by Davis (3, p. 38)~ 
CHAPTER IV 
· RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Analysis of Test Results 
The distribution of test scores of the 137 test subjects was 
arranged using intervals of five. The frequency distribution of the 
test scores can be· seen in Table 1. The mean and standard devia-
tion of the ·test scores were found to b!:l 76 and· 13. 2 respectively. 
The reliability· of the ·Nutrition· Pretest was determined as .• 84. (9) 
Table 1. Distribution of Scores*. for 137 Students Taking the 
Nutrition · Pretest. 
Sc;ore Range Frequency 
107-103 z 
102 .. 98 5 
97.- 93 10 
92~ 88 7 
87- 83 18 
82- 78 ·24 
77- 73 19 
72- 68 14 
76- 63 16 
62 .. 58 .6 
57 .. 53 9 
.52- 48 6 
47- 43 0 
42- 39 1 
*Possible score of 125. 
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The distribution of the discrimination index of the pretest is 
presented in Table 2. The larger the discrimination index,. the higher 
the degree of discrimination of the test. For this :reason test items 
having a discrimination index below 15 were classified as failing to 
meet the acceptable level of discrirninability. Forty-two per cent of 
the test items ranged beneath this · level. 
Table z. Discrimination Indices 1 Distribution Based on the Upper 




































An indication of the difficulty level of an item is given by the 
percentage of individualf'! in a given population who can answer the 
question or solve the problem. The smaller the percentage succeeding 
on the item, the more difficult the item and vice versa. 
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The 11 ideal 11 range for ·the. difficulty index .is· 25 to 70. Twenty= 
three per cent of the· items· ranked beneath the. 11 ideal11 level. Table 
3 shows :the distribution of difficulty.:indices for the pretest. Items 
·falling. below the· "ideal" range need not be eliminated provided they 
are within the limits of suitable discriminability. (3}~ · 
Table· 3. Difficulty Indices l Distribution Based on· the. Upper and 
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Administering . the · Pretest 
' ' ' 
.. The cover -page of the pretest contained directions· for .both 
·· the examiner· and the examinee. The- instr.uctions are present@d 
below: 
TO THE EXAMINER:. This test is designed to be taken using a 
separate answer sheet on which the student records his responses. 
All answers are to be marked on the answer sheet, not written on 
the. test question sheets. 
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GENERAL DIRECTIONS: Do not turn this page until the examiner 
tells you to do so. No questions may be asked after the examination 
has beguno You are required to answer all questions even when· you 
are not perfectly sure your answers are· correct, but you should avoid 
wild guessing. DO NOT SPEND TOO MUCH TIME ON ANY ONE 
ITEM. 
To prevent as little confusion as possible when taking the test, 
specific directions were printed at the top of the first page of the 
· test items for the examinee. They are given below: 
DIRECTIONS: Each of the following incomplete statements or 
questions is followed by four possible answers. Select the answer 
that best completes the statement or answers the question. On 
your answer sheet blacken in, with "special pencil" which is provided, 
the space between the dotted lines having the same number as your 
choice. PLEASE DO NOT WRITE ON THE QUESTION SHEET. 
Specific instructions for marking the separate answer sheets:i 
use of the special pencils and the purpose of the test were given 
before ·each· test period~ All questions from the students were 
answered before they were told to begin the test. The entire fifty-
five minute time limit was used by the majority of the students. 
However, there were some who completed the test in forty-five 
minutes. 
Given below is a sample of the type of question used in the 
pretest: 
The· type· of food eaten will determine its length of stay in the 
stomach. Which food .. stuff is digested most slowly? 
1. Carbohydrate and fat 
· 2.- Ca:i;.bohydrate 
3.- Protein 
4. Protein and fat 
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Response .from the top 27 per cent of the students showed that 
five students selected distractor (1), none· chose (2), four· selected 
(3), and twenty-eight selected the correct answer (4). Twenty 
students of the lower 27 per cent picked .option ( L), four chose (2), 
. five selected (3), and eight selected the correct answer (4). The 
discrimination index for this item was found to be 65 and the 
difficulty index is 42. · Since this item · ranks far q.bove the minimum 
index figure £or· acceptability, according to Davis (3), it is a ._hig_hly 
acceptable fest item. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
A one-hundred and twenty-five. item multiple-choice instrument 
based on the application of principles, generalizations · and facts· was 
·developed by ·the· author. In order to have.,merit as a pretest for a 
beginning coUege nutrition course, , it sho,uld meet acceptable standards 
for validity, reliability, . objectivity. and practicality. As s_hown in 
the chapter on· results, . some · refinem-ent of items which failed to 
meet acceptable discrimjnation and difficulty ·indices is necessary 
before the pretest can be used with a high degree of confidence. 
The approach used in this study. wa.s that of developing objectives 
and key c;:oncepts related to each objective to serve as guidelines in 
dev~lopment of generalizations. This was an important aspect in 
constructing the pretest. The · reliability, . clarity, level and imper .. 
tance of the generalizations were evaluated by four members of the 
· Food, Nutrition and Institution Administration Faculty at Oklahoma 
· State University, . who had taught beginning nutrition classes in 
college. Multiple-choice quei;;tions ·were.formulated by.· using informa-
tion contained .in the generalizations.. 
All items· were answered on separate· answer sheets using 
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special pencils and were·. machine scored. The· test was administered 
to 137 students enrolled in beginning nutrition· courses at Oklahoma 
. State. University. 
The reliability of the pretest was fqund to be • 84. The nearer 
·the coefficient approaches 1. 00 the higher ,the validity or reliability 
is said to. be. Fortydtwo per cent of the 125 test items were below 
the l<avel. of acceptable discrimin~l:Hlity. and twenty-three per cent of 
the. items failed to meet acceptc1,ble levels of difficulty. 
In actual practice discrimination indices dose to 100 (3) are 
virtually never to be obtained,. · Items with discrimination·. indices 
above· 15 ·will ordinarily be found to. have· sufficient discriminating 
power ·for .use. in most achievement and aptitude tests. 
Statisticians have tried numerous· ways. of expressing test 
scores. The evaluation of test result data involves many complexities. 
Thus, it becomes clear that the basic problem in expressing test 
scores is that of defining performance between inc:lividualso 
Regardless of the method selected to. be used in obtaining the 
reliability· coeffiqient of a test, the figure derived will indicate the 
consistency with which a test ranks the individuals concerned. 
Hence, the · reliability coefficient is a summary index of the discrimi-
nating power of the · whole test. 
It is felt that the ·Nutrition Pretest is. valid and reliable as 
· evidenced by the test results. However, before it can be used 
i:;uccessfully as an· exemption instrument the areas of item weakness 
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will have to be modified,. The· discrimination and difficulty.·indices 
of the items sho.uld meet the acceptable. standards :i.f application ·of 
principles, . generalizations and facts are to, be ·sufficiently, measured.. 
However, since -the pretest shows high potential, . it was · not presented 
in· this writing. 
The pretest will. have· to. be administered to. larger -numbers of 
subjects. in order to dete.rmine norms for .using it as· a :.placement 
device. 
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BEHAVIORAL-CONTENT ASPECT CHART OF OBJECTIVES 
Content Aspect of Objectives 
Objectives 
l_. Some evidences· of good and 
poor -nutrition which can _ be 
_used to evaluate -the nutriture 
of individuals. and groups 




which good nutrition is achieved X 
now and in the future. 






11utrition as they_ ·pretain to food X X 
_ selection and menu planni~~ :__.__ ____ _ 
4. The -importance· of research in 
food and nutrition and. its X 
s ignificanc:e -in the life of man. 
5. The -diverse .food patterns by 
_ which the nutritional needs of X 
individuals and families may be 
-met. 
6. Some of the food problems of 
the world. 
7. Scientific principles involved 
_- in preparation of food. 
8. Basic knowledge -of nutrition 
in evaluation of advertising and 
other claims about food. 






































Content Aspeet · of Ol>Jectives 
. Thinks 
·Critically 
,Objectives · Under~ /In Rela-
· l O. Govern:rnentaL 1aws ·and. r·eg-
-. ulation related to .. food and 
. n:iitrition .and :·.how they 
protect> t..11.e health of the 
consumer. 
11. Wise use of food. for 
happiness ·as· welL as: for 
healt~ 
12. · · I~portarice of effective 





· Behavior_al _..4..spects. o£_th_e~ ql)jectives 
. Develops ,Develops 
Directs Des:irahle · V~lues 
Self · Attitudes :In Rela-











List of Key. Concepts 
. . 
A list of key· concepts for· each objective was used. in integrating 
and evaluating the ·subject matter to.be. included in the· Nutrition Pre-




Survey-a of food intake 




Freedom from disease 








































































































· Personal values 









GENERALIZATIONS FOR BEGINNING NUTRITION 
Generalizations for Objective !:_ 
I. A continuous check of nutritional state may be made by keeping a 
record of body measurements, notably height and weight. 
A, Nutrition can help to produce the glow of good health which 
greatly enhances personal appearance. 
1. The glow of good health is often more important to the 
beauty of an individual than the contours of the face or 
body. 
2,. Poor nutrition makes people look dull, . lifeless and 
prematurely old. 
B. Height-weight-age tables are helpf~l in. evaluating the growth 
of children, . but comparisons should also be made of the 
child's present state with his past over a period of time. 
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1. Ideal reference tables are based on measurements of 
children known to be in good nutritional state and to 
represent the population und!i:r study in environment and 
nationality background. 
2. Children who deviate markedly from standards of body 
size may nevertheless be healthy if they are growing 
and have the other characteristics of good health. 
3. Children who are considerably below the average weight 
for their height and age may tire more easily and have 
less endurance than others, although· these conditions may 
be hidden by drives which lead the child to excessive 
activity. 
4. One of the easily detectable signs of undernutrition is the 
failure of children to · make expected weight gains; this 
can be observed by periodic, perhaps. monthly or triennia\, 
measurements of heights and weight. 
5. Growth is manifested in increase. in chemical content of 
the tissues as well as body size, hence, body measurements 
are not the only means of assessing nutrition • 
. 6. During the adolescent period normal boys and girls of the 
same age may differ by four or five . years in their 
physical. development. 
7. Girls begin the adolescent spurt in growth about two 
. years earlier than boys, . but the · growth spurt of boys, 
when it comes, . is greater than that of girls. 
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8. Increases in rate of weight .. gain of adolescent girls should 
not be ignored, however, they may be temporary and not 
indicate need for drastic reducing. , ./=="· 
C. Height-weight-age tables are useful guides for adults in 
maintaining desirable weight. 
1. The significance of deviations: from standards. should be 
interpreted in the light of the health and the body build 
of the individual. 
' 
2. Generally, deviations ;from standards of plus or· minus 
ten per cent suggest the need for nutritional readjustment. 
D. In order to compare body measurements taken at different 
times, the procedures used should always be the same. 
1. Heavy clothing and shoes should be removed before 
weighing. 
2. Comparisons of weights are. best if they have been· taken 
at the same time each day. 
3. Accurate measurement of height requires that the· subject 
as surne a standard posture and that the· reading be made 
with the eye on the level of the figure indicated by use 
of a right angle· marker placed on the subject's head. 
II. Nutrition can affect how you look by its influence on the different 
parts . of your body and the characteristics • which relate to your 
personal appearance. 
A. Good nutrition plays an important part in producing an 
attractive skin. 
1. The skin of a well-nourished person is usually smooth, 
slightly moist, and tinged with pink; that of a poorly 
nourished person is likely to bie dull and lifeless. 
2. Inadequate· amounts of vitamin A in the diet for long 
periods of time result in dry, scaly skin which is· more 
· susceptible to· infection than normal skin. 
3. Too little of certain membe·rs of the. vitamin B-complex 
in the· food .supply may. result in scaly, 'greasy, or 
crusty skin around .the corners of the ·mouth an ·.in the 
folds of the nose. 
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4. When food has contained .too little protein, minerals · and 
vitamins, the red cells do not have a no-rmal amount of 
their red coloring matter and the skin of the. individual 
may be pale in color. 
5. For some people common foods · such as: milk, . eggs, 
s·trawberries, or wheat bread may cause a sJ;cin rash 
known as allergy, . and it becomes :necessary, to. eliminate 
the offending foods or to become desensitized to them. 
6. Although the acne of adolescence .may be unrelated to 
nutrition, a good all-around diet together with cleanliness, 
may help ·to combat it. 
B. Whatever the ca.,uses of poor· nutrition ;__ whether poor diet, 
infection, . o·r disease·-.- nutritional de£ieiency during· the forma-
tion of the teeth results in their imperfect development and 
predisposes them. to decay. 
1. If nutritional deficiency. is• present when the· permanent 
teeth are being. formed, . the permaneht teeth often .suffer 
injury •m~re than do,the ·tempora.ry. ones., 
2. A little· more· than· 1. 5 parts per million of fluoride in 
drinking water, when used by chiildren whose ·teeth are. in 
a formative· stage, . may produce· defects in· the enamel 
known as ·mottled enamel. 
C. Bec;:ause of the sens:itivity of the eye to general b0dy. conditions, 
poor nutrition may affect adversely. the efficiency of this organ; 
in fact,. the eye is often a sensitive.·indicator of the· state of 
nutrition. 
l. Usually the eyes of the well-nourished, healthy person, 
with good habits of living, are bright and .clear. 
2. After· very long and severe · shortages of vitamin A the 
covering of the eyeball and the · mucous • membrane · around 
the eye ·may ,become dry· and har~ and s:om.etimes even 
. blindness may result. 
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3. If there is severe lack of riboflavin, the blood. vessels of 
the covering of the eyeball become. enlarged or may burst, 
and the eye may be clouded by the thickened tissue· or be 
bloodDshot. 
D. Hair and nails are body tissues which reflect the state of 
nutrition. 
1. When the food supply of protein, minerals, and vitamins is 
adequate hair tends to be soft. and lustrous. 
2. When the food supply of proteins, mi:nff:rals, and vitamins 
is poor, the hair. may become dull, dry, and harsh, and 
difficult to manage. 
3. Good protein food, . reinforced with minerals, and vitamins 
efficiently used by the body, helps to form firm, well-
shaped fingernails which can be groomed to attractiveness. 
E. Body size is a result of many factors such as diet, secretions 
of glands, inheritance, disease, and activity. 
1. If the food intake exceeds the amount of food used by the 
body for exercise, maintenanc1;;:, and growth there will be 
· storages of the surplus and gain in body weight, due to 
the accumulation of body fat; conversely, if the food intake 
is less ·than the body needs there will be loss of weight. 
2. Fat deposits serve as · a reserve· supply of body fueL to. be 
drawn upon in case of temporary. shortage of, or increased 
need for fuel. 
3. Fat deposits undel," the skin help to. soften the angles 
produced. by the bones, and in proper amounts contribute 
to the attractiveness of the person. 
4. That characteristics of body build are inherited is 
evident in the similarity of bone structure that is. often 
seen among members of a family. 
5. The fact that family members often have similar eating 
habits may account for the tendency toward· fatness or 
thinness sometimes obs(';:rved in families. 
6. Emotional disturbances such as sorrow, nervousness, 
irritability, anxiety, or lack of acceptance socially may 
increase or decrease the desire· for food and thus affect 
. body weight. ' 
F. Posture is· in a large measure dependent on the tone of the 
muscles and the proper development of the bones, both of 
which are greatly influenced by nutrition. 
1, A well-built and substantial. frame work together ·with 
good muscles provide the basis ·for a well- shaped body 
and good carriage. 
2. When children including adolescents, receive too . small 
a supply of protein, calcium, phosphorus and vitamin 
C and D, there. is danger· that the growth of bones ·will 
be ·s.tunted or that the bones will be improperly. shaped~ 
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3. Diets poor in calcium, phosphorus and vitamin D are 
liable to cause narrow chests, small pelvic bones,. knock-
knees, and lnwlegs. 
4. When children keep increasing in height when they have 
poor diets they are likely to develop poor posture and 
malformation of the body. 
5. Malformation of the pelvis ,in childhood may cause 
difficult delivery for the mother at the time of· childbirth 
and thus the nutrition of one generation affects · the · welfare 
of the ne;x.t. 
6. · With well formed bones, .. firm muscles, and normal pads 
· of fat and connective ·tissue, . the organs are held in their 
proper ·place and the disfiguring, effect on posture ·of a 
protruding abdomen is avoided. 
G. Certain blood tests may ·reveal whether or not the· intake of 
substances, as. vitamin C and carotenoids, . has been adequate. 
H. Other criteria for judging the nutrition of the individual are 
based on the study of body composition, .· functioning of the 
· various parts · of the body, . and outward. clinical manifestations 
which can be judged by the physician. 
I. The .final. test of the · quality of the diet. is • in the people 
themselves, as stated by Leitch, "The diet of the people of 
most beautiful. physique, . most abounding• energy and least ill 
he,;J.lth is, at any given .stage in our study of diet, the 
inspiration of and check. on our theori!Els .of optimnn diet". 
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Gener.alizations for ·Objective 3.:._ 
I~ Under normal conditions individuals · may obtain the· :needed nutrients 
. except vitamin D, . through natural foods. 
A. · Education and training in the wise selection of food for. health 
are important,. since -human beings ,are · not known to have. 
inherent impulses or··drives •to. select the ·food they need. 
1. Milk and some products derived from. it provide ·the· main 
source -of calcium in the· diets• of the people of this 
country, and in addition are an excellent squrce of protein 
and riboflavin. 
a} · Two or -three dips or about one and one-half cups -of 
ice cream provide. as much calcium as one cup of 
whole · milk, 
b} A scant one~fourth c;up ,of nonfat dry milk solids is 
equivalent to one cup ,of skim ·milk. 
c} One cup ,of fresh, whole ·milk is approximately 
equivalent in nutrients ·to one-half cup of undiluted 
.evaporated .milk or a one inch cube of cheddar 
chee~e. 
d) Milk is valuable -whether .used in a beverage or in 
prepared foods -such as creamed or scalloped 
vegetables .and ere.am soups. 
e) . Such desserts as ice ,cream, custard, . bread pudding, 
cornstarch pudding and custard, . pumpkin, . and cream 
pie contribute one-third to. one-half cup of milk per 
·serving to. the diet,. while cake and cookies contribute 
· little or none. 
f) i For habitual use, . plain pasteurized milk is preferable 
to· flavored milk. 
2... A protein food £,rom an animal. source, . s:uch as . milk, . meat, 
cheese, , in combination with cereal will ensure that all 
essential components. are -present simultaneously. so that 
protein synthesis ·will. ensue. 
3. The legumes are sometimes called .. "poor man's meat" 
because ·the ,protein of these foods are valuab1e ,when 
taken with animal. protein. 
4. Organ meats, . such as liver· and· kidney are frequently 
cheaper than other parts of the · animal and contain 
good quality protein. 
5. When eaten r.aw, many, fruits contribute large amo.unts 
of. vitamin·. C to .· the diet. Fruits . as a food .group "a::lso 
- contribute .bulk to the diet. 
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6. The nutritive content of vegetqbles is often increased 
considercibly by additions made to vegetables be.fore they 
are . brought to the tc!,ble. 
_ 7. When vegetables are .combined.with other foods '.like -meats, 
fish or poultry and cheese. in casserole type dishes; then 
calcium, . protein and v1tamin A. value may be increased. 
8. Although foods, - as ·spinach. and rhubarb · contain oxalic 
acid which interferes ·with body. utilization of calcium, 
. they often contain other nutrients in large amounts and 
so should be -excluded from ·the diet. 
9. Pasteurization makes fresh milk safe for human consump... .,.,--
tion -but does not·. improve its nutritive value -or remove 
· the necessity for sanitary. practice in later handling. 
1 O. Skimmed and buttermilk, . which are high in nutritive value 
and low in calories are important. foods to - include. ·in a 
. red:ucing diet. 
B. Since vitamin D supplements are very potent and because 
excess can be harmful, they should be given· in doses exactly 
. as directed,. 
l. Fish-liver oHs or. concentrates of vitamin D are given to 
.- children to supply, vitamin D, since foods: in their natural 
state -contain it in negHgible amounts. 
2.. Fish-liver oils contain vitamin A and iodine, in addition 
to.· vitamin D, whereas many other vitamin D prepara-
tions · contain vitamin D only. 
3. When clothing, . smoke, fog, . window glass,. or -geographic 
location prevents direct rays: of the· s,un from reaching 
the skin, vitamin D. sho,uld be. supplied to growing 
children and pregnant and lactating· women through supple-
ments . such as cod-liver oil and vitamin · D · c9ncentrates 
or through vitamin D enricq.ed milk. 
4. One quart of vitamin D milk usually contains the 
Recommended Dietary. Allowances of vitamin D for 
children of all ages and for pregnant and lactating 
women. 
C. Whole-grain or enriched breads and cereals are carbohy-
drate- r.ich foods which are at the same time economical 
sources of food energy, protein; . iron, anq. vitamins of the 
B-, comple:x:-ribofla vin, niacin, . and thiamine. 
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1.. Cereal foods and breads afford one of the cheapest sources 
of food energy. 
2. Cereal foods and breads are digested by normal people· and 
can usually be eaten in large amounts without difficulty. 
3. Because amino acids are unequally distributed among 
cereal foods, it is desirable to. use a variety of cereals 
along with some foods frqm animal sources, as meat, 
milk and eggs. 
4. When a . single · cereal food comprises the bulk of the diet, 
as it does with some nationalities and some economic 
groups, the nutritive value of the cereal largely determines 
the adequacy of the diet. 
5. The nutritive value of a cereal food depends largely on 
the· extent to which it has been milled, subjected to high 
temperatures, and enriched. 
D. With the proper selection of natural foods it is unnecessary 
for normal healthy adults to take vitamin pills. 
1. Fruits, fruit juices, tomato or· vegetable juice, and raw 
vegetables are good ways to increase the vitamin and 
mineral content of the diet. 
2. Edible organ meats such as heart, kidney, and liver 
are valued for their protein, mineral and vitamin 
contribution to the diet. 
3. It is possible for an individual to eat four ounces of 
stew meat and obtain the same nutritive value as he 
would from four ounces of porterhouse steak. 
4. When oleo margarine is fortified with vitamin A, its 
vitamin A value is equal to the average concentration 
in butter. 
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5. When skim milk is substituted for whole milk in order-. to 
reduce the calorie intake, . it should be liberally supple-
mented with foods of high· vitamin A value, as · green and 
yellow. vegetables, . eggs and liver. 
6. Mineral. oil dissolves the carotene of green and yellow 
vegetables ·and.fruits, and if used along with these foods 
may. interfere with the absorption of this substance a.nd 
. reduce its value as a source of vitamin A, to the body. 
E. Good nutrition may be furthered by low income. families 
thrq1,1gh wise and economical food budgeting. 
L. When .. foods are used .in seasons of plentiful. sup.ply they 
are usually low in cost. 
2. Vegetables from one's garden can be chilled and serv.ed 
plain or. used with a dip made· from inexpensive cottage 
cheese. 
3. Homemade snacks ·may be refreshing, . nutritious and 
inexpensive. 
4. There are no serious · objections to in-betwe,en meal 
eating if people select foods which contribute to the total 
nutrient needs · of the day. 
5. . M.ilk ;is an economical source of a number of nutrients; 
cream is· expensive. to. buy in relation· to the nutrients 
it furnishes. 
6. Substitution of dried or evaporated milk for fresh milk 
is often econom~cal, and is highly desirable if the 
sanitation of fresh milk is not sq'fe guarded. 
7. Good, low-cost diets ·may ·be obtained through ·the· liberal 
use ·o,£ cereal foods and legumes, . supplemented with 
inexpensive forms of milk and cheap vitamin-rich 
.vegetables· such as cabbage, tomatoes and carrots. 
8. By comparing brand for brand:, . quality for quality,. and 
price for price can one· make an intelligent comparison 
among several varieties of food. 
9. Study ... of the competitive ads · among sever.al stores may 
offer ·possibilities for savings~ 
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F. An important measure in controlling tooth decay is to provide 
the building materials-protein, calcium~ phosphorus, and 
vitamins A, C, and D--from the prenatal period until the 
last permanent teeth are fully developed. 
1. There are some unknown factors which sometimes pre~ -
vent sound formation of teeth even when all known tooth-
building materials .are present :i.n the food supply and 
the teeth are kept clean by brushing and rinsing the 
mouth. 
2.. One to 1. 5 parts per million of fluorides in drinking ,water 9 
when used by children whose teeth are in the formative 
stage, apparently help to protect against dental caries. 
3. A little more than 1. 5 parts per million of fluorides in 
drinking water, when used by children whose teeth are 
in a formative stage, may produce defects in the 
enamel known as mottled enamel. 
II. Some knowledge of the nutritive value of foods is important in 
making dietary adjustments for changing conditions of life. 
A. Good nutrition requires that the nutrients, or· chemical sub-
stances needed by the body for its .functions be provided 
in ample amounts. 
1. In a specific age group growing· boys usually need mo re 
food than girls due to their greater activity, muscle 
mass, and usually larger size. 
2. When people refuse to eat foods, o:r · for some reason 
cannot have a variety of foods, they are likely to fail 
. to obtain some of the n~eded nutrients. 
3. Emotional disturbances such as sorrow, nervousness, 
irritability:1 anxiety, or lack of acceptance socially 
may increase or decrease the desire for food and thus 
affect body weight. 
4. People sometimes try to compensate for lack of social 
acceptance by overeating and consequently they become 
overweight. 
5. If the food .intake exceeds the amount of food. used by 
the body for exercise:1 maintenance, and growth there 
will be stores of the surplus and gain in body weight, 
due to. the ac.cumulation of body fat; conversely, if the 
food intake is less than the body needs there will be 
loss of weight, 
6. Hyperactivity associated with nervous tension often 
results in chronic underweight, 
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7. A good type of diet for people in the United States. 
consists of meat, milk, and other dairy products, fish, 
poultry, green and yellow vegetables, citrus- fruits or 
vitamin C- rich fruits and vegetables, whole-grain or 
enriched cereals an:d breads, . and enough fats, sweets~ 
other fruits and vegetables to meet but not exceed the 
energy needs of the body. 
8, There · is evidence to show that the people of the 
United States could improve their diets considerably 
if they increased their use of milk, green leafy and 
yellow vegetables, and vi.tamin C- rich foods such as 
citrus fruits, melons, . tomatoes, and cabbage. 
B. Sweets provide a concentrated source of food energy and 
are useful in adding needed calories to diets containing 
enough of the nutrients, in making other foods palatable, 
and in adding interest and satisfaction to meals. 
1. Eating sweet foods will increase the blood-sugar· level 
and may produce a body condition which will diminish 
the desire to eat. 
2. Alcoholic beverages yield calories but few nutrients to 
the body, and if taken in large amounts. may displace 
foods which supply important nutrients. 
3. As incomes and access to rifh foods increase each 
person needs to assume responsibility to control his 
social eating and drinking problems. 
C. Since inadequacy of the diet is one of the first steps toward 
poor nutrition, a continuous check of the diet is an 
important measure in the maintenance of good nutrition. 
1. · After very long and severe shortages of vitamin A, 
the covering of the · eyeball and the · mucous membrane 
around the eye may become dry and hard and sometimes 
blindness may result. 
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. 2. The ability to see in a dim light or to adapt quickly to 
marked change in the brightness o,f light depend'? .in 
part on a good· supply of vitamin A. 
3. Good Brotein food reinforced· with miilerals and vitamins . · 
efficiently used· by the body, helps· to form. firm, well~ 
shaped fingernails which can be groomed to attractiveness. 
4, When the food supply of protein, minerals, and vitamins 
is adequate, . hair tends to be soft and lustrous. 
5. When the food supply of protein, minerals and vitamins 
is poor, ·the. hair· may become dull, dry. and harsh, and 
difficult to manage. 
Generalizations for Objective 2.:_ 
I. Nutrition can affect how you grow and develop through its inter-
play with hereditary influences, environmental conditions, . and 
other. factors releated to the chemistry of the body. 
·, 
! A •. Hereditary factors may, set a limit, but within that limit 
nutrition can· help ,the individual to attain his optimum 
growth and development. 
l. Body size and build are influenced by heredity, . but 
. inherited tendencies can be .upgraded by good nutrition; 
good nutrition through several. generations has been 
observed:to improve the stock. 
2. Racial and family, tendencies in body size may be 
altered through nutrition; a continued state of poor 
nutrition is not inherited. 
3. One may .be .born with a tendency toward poor teeth 
but it can be checked by good nutrition or further -
aggravateq by poor nutrition. 
B. Environmental factors exert a strong influence on health, 
. but nutrition can help in the adjustment to many., of the 
strains exerted by environment. 
1. An extremely cold environment or ·insufficient protection 
from cold increases the. body's need for fuel. and food 
. energy • 
. 2. The fact thl:l,t family,members often have similar eating 
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habits •may :account for -the tendency ·toward :fatness or .. 
. · thinness . sometimes ·observed "in several .family .. ·mernbers. 
I . . 
3~ The n,utrient needs of individuals vary with •age, >sex, 
. a.c.tivity, .· clima:te,. and ·.state of. nµtrition,: -and ·.a.re .. s.ubject 
. to. individual differences •que ·to: hereditary, . al).d a.cqu,ired 
.. co:nditi.ons •. · 
.· '*· A diet :th.at .meets the ,n.eeds :at one time ma.y.,be in!:!Uf.fi-
. cient .. under· differl;)nt physiological condi.tions .• 
5. . Underweight children and <semi-starved .and: .. thin old/ 
people, . who .do 'not. have :a. gaod.:Jayer of: fat: under ·the . 
: skin,. may .,have diffic'lllty_ii:n :ma,intaining ;body ·tempera.tare 
· and may ·need· additionaLamo.unts · of. food to· keep ·warm; if 
. ;it is not provided, - body ·tissue ·will be .. burned ;for this 
purpose. 
6. A g.ood diet· may ,-help :to fortify. workers in indu.s:.try 
against- such hazards •as exposure to.: moderate ·amounts 
of- lead, TNT, .. and other· chemicals • 
. 7. When soil and water ·are known to be deficient. in certain . . 
,m'inerals ·the ill. effects.:may:be ,offset by.·an a.utomatic 
source of. the ·substance ·as iodi.des ·in salt. 
[I •. Good nutrition requires that. the· n:utrients,. or chemical substances,· 
. needed J>y:' the· body for. -its.• functions -be ·provided ::in .. ample· amo,unts. 
A.. The nutrient needs, of individ:u,als :vary.· with •age,. sex, . activity, 
ciimate,. and state .·o,f nutrition, . and .are. subject to individµal 
differences• q.ue ·to, hereditary'> and acq;uired. conditions. 
1. The· present knowledge conce.rning •.the· amounts. of various 
· nutrients •Which should. be ·allowed £or ·the· maintenance 
of good nut:rition· ini,healthy :persons :in the.· United States 
·• has been .s.ummarized ·in:. the Recommended Dietary 
. Allowances •of the· National··: Research Council. · These 
. figures: include ·margins of s•afety.· and .are,'. selected .to 
. cover :,the · expected ,individual ,.variations. (failu·re ·o:f 
an ·individ:u.aL to. attain .this does · not neces sarily_:mean 
.that he.·.is · poo~ly nqurisheq), . 
. . . ~ . 
2. I}u·ring .the growth period ,the need.:.for ·n,utrients,. !:!UCh 
as. calcium.· and. protein,, .. is: high .'because ·the· proportion 
of these ·nutrients •in, th$ body,:increases during tha~ time. 
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3. In a specific age group growing boys usually need. more 
food than. growing girls d1.1e to. their·· greater ·activity, 
mu~cle :.·mass,. and usually larger s:ize. 
4. If. a child is · not fully dev~loped or ·physically fit 
.. · because of a long period. of faulty· eating, . a.· liberal 
amount of nutrients will be necessary over ·a. long· 
period .of time to bring . the body to good conq.ition. 
5. The ·nutritional. requireme11ts during pregnancy and 
lactation are generally ·high and are most likely to be 
m.et if good food habits· have. been established in the 
teen-ager or· in the period before pregnancy.· 
6. The body's· need for· some nutrients is greater for 
children than for· adults, . hence · children cannot meet 
. their ·needs • simply, by eating a fraction of.the· diets of 
adults. 
7. A well-planned. family_·meal may ··be adjusted to. meet 
the varying needs of the different family members. 
8. Meals ·which contain ljberal amounts of -protein-rich 
foods and vitamin- rich fruits and vegetables can be 
adjusted to ·meet the needs .of each family·me:n:iber 
. by ·varying .the amounts of dail'y products, other 
vegetables :and fruits,·. cereals, .· fats, and sweet foods. 
B. Energy;from food is .used to: do muscular ·work; to produce 
l;>ody · heat, .. to . support . growth . of the . body, to • maintain the 
function of the vital organs. \ 
J.. Calories represent the ·ep.ergy available in food. and the 
energy neep.s of the. body, hence they/are'~ a useful 
guide in determining the :~mount of food needed ,by the 
. · individual. 
2. Physical. activity is the outstanding .factor· causing 
·_ variability, in calorie needs of people o.f similar· s:ize. 
3 •. With low calorie·diets·as those·of small children, 
sick people, or people who are red1;!.cing, care ·must 
· be taken that all. foods · are highly .nutritiqus · so. that 
enough of the· essential. nutrients will be ·supplied. · 
4. The layer of fat depoijited under ·the· skin, which helps 
to protect the 1:>ody against heat loss when exposed to 
• severe cold, . reflects the ·adequacy ofthe calorie intake. 
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5·, Fat deposits s·e,rve, as · a reserve · supply of· body. fuel to 
. be drawn upon in case ·of temporary,·shortage of or 
. increased .need for fuel.. · 
6. Under. usual conditions of clothing and tempera.tu.re, . heat 
prod,uced _by chemical. changes. in the· food . eaten '.is 
. sufficient to -maint~in normal. body -temperature • 
. C. Protein contains ,nitrogen in the .form of amino. acids ·which 
are used in the growth, .. functions,. and maintenanc:e of the 
. body. 
1~ The total protein need .o·f normal ad,ults~is influenced 
primarily .by body ·siz,e, ·not.by activity ... 
·. 2. Bec~use iprotein is, used .for -building tissues• such as 
.muscle ·and bone, and .for formation of. 'the, eons·d.tuents 
of blood, .. the protein need~· are. highest in .perfods of 
. rapid g·rowth. 
3. Per pound of body ·weight, growing· children. a:Q.d . 
adolescents -need .from two ,to three. times :as :much 
protein as· do, normal. adults. 
· 4. During pregnancy and lactation, women need about 
. forty per cent more protein than at other ·times. 
5. If. people eat no· protein, .. the· tissues ·will slowly waste.· 
away. even though . plenty /of carbohydrates and .fat are 
available. 
/! 
. 6. . In. many parts of the world ·children ane suffering from 
diets · in which the protein content. is low .. and primarily 
. of vegetable-origin • 
. 7. Liberal amounts of protein .in the diet are needed .to 
aid:in recovery from wounds,. burns,. and wasting 
_-illnesses. 
D. Many ,mineral. substances are present ri.n the- body, and s·erve 
important purposes; these ·minerals include compounds of 
calcium, . phosphorus, chlorine, . s,utfur,. sodium, potassium, 
. magnesium, . iron, .. copper, . iodine, fluorine, . mangan~se, 
zinc, .. and cobalt •. 
I 
1. Minerals cooperate with protein and. ~he . vitamins in 
such J.mportant body ... functions as ,builc:Ling. bones and 
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teeth, producing. the ·red -blood cells for· carrying oxygen 
to the tissues, and .making secretions of the glands 
which control many body activities • 
. 2. - When children and adolescents .receiv:e ·too :small. a 
supply, of calc.ium and phosphorus,·. together ·with 
.shortages :in proteins and vitamins, - especially!C and D, 
there is. danger -that growth of: bones will· be ·stunted .or 
· that the. bones will be · improperly; shaped. 
- 3. According to. present standards, calc_ium is one of the 
. substances ·most.frequently. lacl,dng ._in the· diets of the 
people -in the.· United States~ 
4. The amc:>unt. of calcium needed by the. body varies with 
. individuals, depending upon the· ~upply ·which the- body 
· has ·previously.· received, . upon .individual differences ·in 
utilization, . and -upon other· constit'l:l.ertts :of the· diet. 
5. A child whose diet has, been· poo,r · in calcium for a!:. long 
· time needs more calcium and .substances related .to: its 
use -in the b0dy:than a· child whose diet has .been adequate \ 
· in calciums 
6. During: the growth -period the· ne·ed. for· nlltrients, such as 
calc.ium and protein,. is high because ·the proportion of 
.. these ·nutrients. in the .body .·increases clurin.g. tha~ time. 
7. If gr0wing children and. young people · .are to utilize 
; calcium effec-tively, . it is important ·that they· receive 
. vitamin D. in amounts up ,to 400 ,International. Units per 
day plus, a liberal supply. of phosphorus. 
E. Whatever· the cause· of poor n.utr-itio:ri--whether poor diet, 
infection or disease--p.utritional deficiency during the· forma ... 
tion .of the· tei.=:ith. results.• in their -imperfect development and 
predisposes ·them to decay. 
1. If nutritional deficiency is present when the permanent 
teeth a.re being formed the permanent teeth often s.uffer 
· injury more than do the tempora.ry ones .• 
2. For· s·ome · reason not unde,rstood, some nationalities as 
·well. as• some families have· developed. either ·marked 
.susceptibility or· marked resistance to tooth decay. 
3. An important measure -in controlling tooth decay is -to 
provide the building ,materials--protein~ calcium and 
phosphorus-plus vitamins A, - C, -and D, from the 
prenatal period until the last permanent teeth are folly 
_ developed. 
4. High - carbohydrate - foods -which -- tend--_ to.' stick·, to • the 
teeth, , s-uch as hard caramel candy, are likely to 
produce. tooth decay_ espedally in people, who are 
. susceptible to dentai caries;. the- more frequently these 
are eaten between m:eals, the greater .·the ;tendency 
. toward_ caries. 
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5. One to 1. 5 parts per million offlu-orides in d:dI1.kir:rg wa,ter, 
when used by ·children·whose·teeth··are.in the formative 
stage; apparently helps to protect the teeth against 
dental carie~. 
6. One ,may be born with a tendency toward -poor teeth but 
this tendency_ probably can be checked by good -nutrition 
or further aggravated by poor nutri~ion • 
• 
. 7. .;Keeping the , teeth_ dean is essential, _ but. it- will not 
replace the need for good, food in the protection of th,-e 
,teeth from decay. 
8. Good nutrition from one. generation -to the next offers ·the 
-hope that people of the United --States -may. eventually 
__ increase their resistance -to· tooth -decay. 
F. So -important is : iron ,in -the · diet that it is often · added to 
. flour, bread .and .processed. cereals to -- restore .in part the 
iron· lost_ in :milling _and :manufacturing. 
l. He:moglpbin, the- -iron-containing _ coloring material in 
red blood cells, _has-• the ability to. carry. oxygen from 
the air to -the body tissues :wh,~re -it helps in utilizing 
--- food to, furnish -heat and energy. 
2. The iron. requirement is higher fol' rapidly growing 
. boys and girls than for adults because ,red blood cells 
-are required .for the increasing volume of blood that. is 
being _ :manufactured during growth. 
3. A remarkable example- 0:f the -b~dy's abilityito_ conserve 
its resources is that a portion of the iron resulting 
_ from the normal destruction .of red blood cells. is stored 
:in the -liver and used over again in the-. manufacture of 
new red blood cells. 
4. When· there ·are ·short-time· dietary. de.ficiences : of iron, 
,, the. body needs ·will be met so' far ·as possible ;by 
· supplies ·which are stored .in the ·liver~: spleen:, . and 
. bone -marrow • 
. s. Anemia may /be · Cc}US ed ~ by poor diet, . by' frequent 
donations of blood, by, profuse .:mens.tf,ual losses,. e by _, 
· loss ·of_ plood :thrqugh injury. and ,.illness, .. Q;r· by ·exces-
sive ·destruction of. red-;_blood .cells, as :from .infection. 
· G. Vitamins • are · chemical substances, distinct ·from the rriain 
components -of food ,(fat,. protein, and .carbohydrates:). but 
necessary. for ·the·. life ·processes. 
J , 
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1.. . Vitamins· aid .the body· in making use of its ,building·: and 
maintenance.-materials,. hence ·serious· deficiency will 
result in .wide· spread disorders. 
:z. Vitamins• a.re concerned .. in .the chemical processes ·in-
volved .in growth and . thus ·. a.re -needed :in liberal amqunts 
. by. children and by·· wome n · during • reproquction •. 
. 3. . With the· proper · selec.tion of natura,l foods :it. is un:qeces-
. sary,·for ·the, healthy adult: to, take vitamin ~up.ple:ments~, 
4. Since -vitamins ·•are. present in foods in. ·very; small. amounts,· 
. they may -be ,lost in processing :_and preparing food for · 
· e:ating ..• unless• methods .•appropriate:·.for -t~eir · retention are 
. used • 
. 5. When .cloth,ing, smoke, fog, :window glass, or geographic 
·location· prevents· direct rays • 0:£ the sun .from . reaching 
, the s-kin, . vitamin: D should.- be -supplied to . gr0wing 
. childr-en and pregnant and .lactating· women thrqugh 
.. s:upplements , such as , cod":'Hver o:il. and .vitamin D con-
centrates or · ,thrqugh , vitamin ,n e-nr·iched · milk. • 
. UI. Good: nutr.ition , ma.y _, be ·.furthered: by -low income famili-es through 
wis:e and economical food< budge.ting and :.buying, 
A. · A good plan .for. budgeting ·_the ·.money ·to, be ,spent for, food 
. will_ vary with the circumstances :of, the ·family, . but care 
·,s:hould be ·taken .. to, allow e·nough .money,,-,for ·milk.and , 
. vegetables. 
1. PooJr nutr:ition, is . Likely _-,to become ·prevalent· in periods 
of rismg food costs unless people see the· wisdom of 
allocating money for· food even at the sacrifice of 
some immediate conforts ·which may reflect. the 
· family's standards of living to the public~ 
· 2. T,,hrough home food production food .. costs may, be · sub-
sta'ntially reduced. 
3. Education makes it possible for ·many people with· low 
incomes to have diets adequate for good nutrition. 
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B •. Wise, economical food buying ,involves .. cons.ideration of unit 
cost, . amount of waste, nutrients s,upplied by the food, and 
time, . energy, and further. expense in preparing the· food to 
. be· served • 
. 1. Protein· foods are usually expensive; after the need for 
· them is· supplied, . economy .. may be gained by. using 
carbohydrate and fat, foods to. meet the. energy needs •. 
2.. By comparing brand for. brand, . quality for quality, . and 
price for price can one make an intelligent comparison 
among several varieties of food. 
3.. A study of the competitive ads among several stores 
· may offer possibilities. for savings. 
4. It is good. business for the shopper. to take advantage 
of sped~l offerings in the· stores of her· choice when 
· these particular items · can .be put to. good use in the 
· family feeding plan. 
5. Discount coupons,. sale prices, special offerings, and 
loss leaders are .used by retailers as inducements to 
.· lure customers into their stores • 
. Generalizations ·.~ Objective 4: 
l. Research points to the important conclusion that the kind and 
amoutit of food eaten. by people has an .influence cm their well-
being. 
A. A diet that me@ts the needs ~t one t.ime may be insufficient 
under different physfological conditions. 
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· 1. · A close relationship< exists between nutritional. status of 
. the·. expectant mo_ther at the, time of. conception and the 
o.utcome · of. pregnancy, . lactation, . and· .. the ·survival. and 
.health of the baby •. 
z.. With .. succeeding .. generations ther.e·is. an·increasing 
awareness ·of· detrimental ·changes :in the food h~bits of 
adolescent girls. 
3. Children and ad~lts :,in the .. · United .States.· are -ta1ler :tµan 
children and adults -of Eidmi1ar ages ·were· some. years· ago. 
4. The tendency to'ward .obesity,- in -a 'Jew. children may be 
· constitutional and associated :.with ,early maturity. and 
,. ea r1 y :tallness. 
B. An alertness to ,nutritional advances,. new foods,. and .. the 
ability_· to, judge ·arif adequate diet are characteristics of the 
person. with good, food: h~b:its. 
1. Systematic additdon:s to, knowledge. i:h all fields,. such as 
s·cience, psychology, . arid anthropology,. may ,be ·fitted 
together ·to ,provide ,a .'.good 1:>ackgr9und .. for recommenda-· 
tions · toward .changing '. food ]?atterns. 
z~ . A substantial on-going program of research is necessary 
· to , provide . ;the ·needed, informa:tion on· the · potential 
. nutritive -value· of foods. 
3 •. · Food .and nutrition resear.chers · shquld be ·alert to 
: approaching, changes ·in Hving, which will. influence ,.food 
products .and .household .procedures. 
' ., . ' .. 
-
. II~. Nut:dtion surveys· indicate.·that .,the nµtritional quality, of food 
supplies :of families ,may .·be associated .. more· closely· with .other 
·social. and economic ·.factors .• 
· A •. Good judgement m,ust go ,into ,interpreting ,:the, res,ults of 
.investiga·tions ·into ,the. q~antitative. requirements .for. a nut:rient, 
and .the a1;>plication of, results.-to, develop ,dietary;standards_ 
or · guides. 
. . 
l. The derivation ·of. representativ~ ·food composition va.lu·es 
. bri:qgs .·to' light- interesting:. s:imilar.i:ties :and .. differences 
· a:i:nong :• foods in the.-various · fooc;L. groups. 
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a) · Similarities ·in nutritive content e:xdst among ·m~ny 
. foods. 
_- b) ·- Variations in amount of nutrients :also occur _·in 
different samples ,of the> same kind of food. 
2. There are many combinations of foods. or ·patterns -of 
· eating. by which pe0:ple . may obtain a .good diet. 
3. No ,foods :or diets· known can produce any ·spectacular·-
benefits for arthritis, . rheumatism, or -cancer. 
4. There ,is :no. reason ·to, believe.,_that any_ combination· of 
- sanitary. foods :is harmful. or ·poisono,us, or ·that certain 
foods :when used together have · some unusual reaction 
on .the, body. 
B. -The ·advances -·of technology· are ,important especially_ as 
. they · relate. ,to: the production, . processing, - and distribution 
.of food. 
1. Those who ,produce, process, and distl'..ibute food need 
data on the -effec;ts of -!rliet on the health of people and· 
.the· effects of their -health or :welL;,,being, or lack -of it, 
. in their use of food. 
- 2. Claims ,that. chemical fertilizers -are devitalizing• our 
soil and thus producing .a .food supply. of low nutrJtive 
-value · are entire! Y,. unfounded. 
3. Those ·who oppose pasteurization of food are merely 
_-refusing'_ to -accept well-documented. scientific evidence. 
C. Factors as heredity and. the -aging processes over :the life 
-span combined with .: coordinated interdisciplinary. approaches 
· are providing :information fundamental_ to nutrition research. 
l. Long range.· research studies are ,recommended .through-· 
·out· the -life cycle of exper.imental · animals : of different 
, hereditary;backg.rounds in relations to ,function and 
metabolism of nutrients. 
2~ -- l\4uch r·emains to. be done. to. determine· the proceEfses 
-involved and factors ,affecting :the_ utilization of specific 
fats or ·fatty. acids. 
:D. _. Information' on the. kinds, qualities, - and costs of foods 
• consumed by_: different grqups · in .the -population . is· needed 
for e<:lucational and .marketirig ·programs and for the- develop-
-_- ment of broad agricultural po.licies. 
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.1. Research. is· needed. to, develop guides -for food planning 
. and mi.trition · education concerned ·with .food. plans • at 
different cost . levels; for different types of institutional 
.populations. 
a. Periodic national. s·urveys ,of the• amounts of variqus • 
· foods · consumed by famUies ;and: indiviquals· · and 
appraisals of. the ·nutrient ade~uacy of the resulting 
. diets are .useful .in developing ·programs· r:elating to 
. food production~ . distr-ibution~ . controls, . and consumption~ 
3. Appraisal is·. needed .of nutrition education· materials, 
methods,. and programs· by •the-· F, L>. t,... as a means· of 
... increas:ing the.: £low of .. sqund nutritiol!l ·information to 
, the public • 
. 4. Va.ri9,us: media .. should be explored for getting ·information 
· to the, public. There. ·is· special need .for nutrition 
education .materials .· geared to, spedific grqups ; such as 
• children, low-incorrie far.nilies, . and the· elderly • 
. Generalizations· for Objective . 5: 
I.··. A:µy. change in food patterns• should .be ,considered in the light of 
the. total c:ultural patterns ,beca.:use ·it might be poss,ible· that 
. de~drable 11,utrition. changes ·would have .undesirc!,ble .cultural 
changes. 
A~ . Food habits •often reflect, the -family1s •customs,. nationality, 
. and. religio,us .background. 
1. Social. customs . or gr0,ups • to · which one .belongs are 
.·powerful. factors in, dete.rmin~ng fciod ha.bits. 
' 
2. Good .food habits require that individuals be able. to 
. change the· kinds :and .a:mo.u,rits of. food they: eat as 
:they change age, physiological. state, . and· social. o,r 
e,conomic .· level. 
3. . When people. have le,arned to like.·a . .variety of foods, 
. they,can more,easily·adjusLtneir diet,to.meet 
chang.ing. conditio.ns. ·· 
.. 4. Children .learn the. traditional . food . habits . of their 
,families and.,these habit~ in .tµrn are.,passed .on ·to 
their· children. 
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· 5 •. Many ·customs and 'traditicm~-and the.·emotional associa-
tions ·attached to. food-a~e: developed .at th~· family ,' ' 
. dinner ·tal:He •. 
·. 6. Each. family clev~lops ·i i$s :own :traditions :in; s~rv,.ing 
•/foods, -a~d ~y devi.tti;en·:~rom~:them .ca..ii\be :~i~tt1rliHng •. · 
7. ·. Not only:- does :the,' servic~ ,of. :food,· becoµ'l-e '.hallowed ,-by-
/-family/ti'aditions, .·.but som.etim,es, :its :pre.viqus' prepara-
' -tion in the' idtchen ,has ,:definite_. rituals:~· ' 
s. Certain ·_foods ':are: associated .. with :,ei.d.1:cmeaLof the: day. -
- 9 •. Great,,i:µiportc:\llce,:i~ a.ttached.:to ,the ·pattern .in•·which 
·. food .is· eaten and Lif. dis.turbed•- taus es -: a . certa:i.n :.amount 
: .,. . . ·., . .. . 
. of. inseeurity~ · ,· 
. . ' . . 
JO~ The.- kind: . .0£. food which ·il.s :served ,or· given· to·. o,thers :m-a;y .. 
:'indicate ,the •degree ,c,f. affoc,tiori and::respect. held .. for 
them, . a,nd their -resp~p.se 4s ·. ~q.u11lly. significant. 
l l. The. heig:htened ,inte:rest~in ·travel. and the.· mobility· of __ : . 
. families :in· qur country,•has"created .interest in- inter .. 
· national foods ,as ,well. as ,foods ,of different, sections 
of '.fue , country. · 
::n •. Foods :vary co,:nsiderably :in caloric, v:a.~ue ·. and many :which . a.re 
,high,.in calories :actually/have ·empty calories 0 since ·they.·do 
, not carry/their -quota .. of.. vita~ins, . proteins, . and . minerals. 
• ' !, • • • • • 
· A •. lt, is· important f~r .-individuals ,ta, be.·aware ·of.. the n11tritive 
· contr.ibutipns of the.,foods :they.· eat, between· meals. 
Snacks •comprise ·an appre.oiable ·perce:ritage.·of the day's 
. . , I . . , . 
· {ood:inta.ke ·for ·many, people, . and .s,hould .contain 
nutrients other :than ... calci>r.ies. 
. . . ,.· . ·. 
. ,, . . . . . . 
.. 2. . By ,;choosing .·s:nacks ·whic.h ,.provide ·the :P..utrients :not. 
·.• liberally; supplies ,by;1 the.,m-eals' of. the day, 'many 
· . people .. can). :improve .. A:heii : 11,utr:ition. 
,. ..· - . · .. , . 
. 3, / .. It may,.,b~ :.ac!J;vantagequs ,to,ingest · food .:at. frequent 
. ·
11 intervals ·tbrqug:h~ut-:•th~. ·Wakin,g ,:period .o:f. the: day,. 
. . . . . . ' . . 
., B. - Va.:1;,.ia~s qh,ck:: lh1tf!l: ~f.., {!;H>d .kliin~ · hAV~ 'qe~n.:developtd .Jot 
' l."!ili:ting'. di~ts : a,c,co;rdin.g ,to .. ,,l,ogdij' ,q'a@'.dJ 'these ·are ,h;elp-ful 'but 
'shqtild be>1.1sed, with :.~~ution,be.c~u$e.··th.ere ,are:,·rn-anr waye' 
by which people may obtain good diets, and food plans 
are not infallible. 
1. In the use of snacks for obtaining added nutrients, it 
is important to learn the variety of foods included in 
the different food groups and to know which foods are 
interchangeable. 
2. A wise consumer must consider the Basic Four or 
similar guide when planning family meals. 
3. It is not difficult to choose the right kinds of foods 
for health if we have a. guide to follow. 
4. Authorities recommend that snacks be made available 
which are composed of such foods as fresh fruit, 
cubes of mild cheeses, cold meats, hard cooked eggs, 
crackers which can be spread with nutritious spreads, 
and soups. Raw vegetables such as celery strips, 
green pepper strips, . raw cauliflower, . strips of green 
beans, raw turnips, or raw asparagus-which can be 
dunked into interesting dips are excellent snacks for 
practically all ages. 
5. What is eaten between meals should not interfere-with 
main or regular meals. 
a) A glass of milk or fruit juice in the middle of the 
· morning is a satisfactory snack for it seldom 
interfers with the next meal. 
b) · Foods that are sweet or high in fat give a feeling 
of satisfaction and consequently will dull the 
appetite for the meal ahead. 
6. Suitable mid-morning and mid-afternoon· snacks have 
been observed to increase the efficiency of many 
. industrial workers. 
7. If fruit and fruit juices, raw vegetable strips, simple 
sandwiches, and milk are available at regular snack 
hours,. children may be less tempted to eat rich foods 
that may spo11 their appetite for the next meal. 
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8. Many. snacks tend to be high. in carbohydrates and poor 
in other nutrients, hence they may add little but 
calories to the diet. 
.- ./~ 
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C. There is no ;reason to believe that any benefits will be 
derived from exces,ses of nutrients after the body needs 
and stores of nutrients have been fully provided. 
1. If an individual is concerned about becoming hungry in 







· stressed; they. have greater staying qualities than 
carbohydrates. 
a) Whenever there . is a hungry urge approaching it 
might be well to have a cup of clear. broth, 
plain tea or coffee. 
· b) Remember that nibbling may add many calories 
to the day's diet. 
Many adolescents need extra calories so . that it is . well 
for them to have something to eat before going· to bed. 
If one meal is missed during. the day, careful planning 
· will be required to furnish the nutrients needed. by, the 
. body· in t.he other two meals. 
a) . Skipping. breakfast has been shown to decrease 
maximum work· rate and maximum work output 
. in the late morning hours. 
If snacks provide nutrients not liberally supplied in the 
three meals of the day, they can· help in. maintaining 
·health. 
Wh.en persons are worried,. afraid, or concerned in 
some manner, they may eat more food than usual. 
People frequently rewar.d themselves with certain 
foods. 
A shortage. of foods with empty calories, such as 
concentrated sweets, may improve the diets of the 
populace. 
Generalizations for Objective 6: 
L Every American has some responsibility in developing a con-
cern about how well he and his family eat, but there must be 
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an awareness too _of the· status of nutrition of the people in his 
cquntry. Equally important is an interest. in th_e status . of 
nutrition among people of the · world~ 
A. In .over half of the world the· food s,upply is inadequate, and 
.. food consumption is not high enough . to -maintain_ h~aith, . to 
- allow __ suff~cient energy i for ·working, . or -to -permit normal 
_ growth of children. 
1. Hungry human beings ,think ,of little else than food or 
.- subjects related to_ it. 
- 2. People suffering -from chronic dietary. deficiencies 
become morose -and unhappy, a_nd los·e ,their sense of 
humor. 
-3. Good health helps people to enjoy and take part in 
activities with their friends; interest in being socially 
acceptable has been observed. to decrease _ under __ 
-conditions of poor nutrition. 
4. Thiamine has been call.~d the_ "morale vitamin" 
'because a body deficiency of this vitamin may. cause 
personality. chal"acteristics -· such as -fearfulness, 
a.pprehension, timidity, -depression, irritability, 
. quarrelsomeness, . lack: of cooperation, and .loss o;f 
initiative. 
5.__ Although the. situation .is complex,. it is· obvi9us that 
a relationship ·exist_s between a ·healthy people· and a 
nation which. is -successful and ,mature -in social, 
economic, -and politieal endeavors. 
a) , Well over half the people of the world have 
. excerdingly low. incotiles. 
b) Education ·makes .it possible for many people 'With 
low i.ncomes to plan' more adeq.uately for good 
nutrition • 
. _ 6. There is a close correlation between improvement of 
diet and economic status. 
7. . An: -important factor ·in world nutrition pe:ftains to the 
levels of living, which vary. considerably from one 
area of the ·world to another. 
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·B. Good, low cost diets :may be obtained through ·the liberal 
use :of.cereal.foods and legumes, supplemented with 
inexpensive forms_. of m:i:lk and .cheap vitamin-rich vegetables 
such as -cabbage, . tomatoes, , and carrots • 
. 1. · Substitution of d.ried or evaporated _milk for ·fresh milk 
is -often economical, and<is highly. desirable if. the 
sanitation of f_resh ._ milk -~s · not safe . auarded. 
2.'° Protein foods are_ usually expensive;. after- the need· for 
·them is • supplied, economy may -be gained by "using · 
. carbohydrate' and fat foods to; m'eet _the :energy need. 
3. Cereal foods afford- one -of the cheapest sources of food 
energy.· 
4,.. -If peo:F)le. eat no protein, . tissues :will slowly waste away 
;even thqugh-plenty.·of carbohydrate•and fat are ·available. 
-5.. When a single -cereal_ food comprises, the bulk of the 
diet, as it do.es ·with some nationalities .and .some 
. ,economic. grqups, the <nutritive :va)ue of the· cereal 
largely determines :the· adequacy of the diet. 
6. The ·nutritive,.value of a c~real food depends largely on 
. ~he extent to ) which it has been milled, subjected to' high 
'temperature, . and enriche:d. 
7. Dietary deficiency diseases,. as beriberi and pellagra, 
. are most prevalent where people· are dependent on a 
single . highly. refined cereal. 
8. Diets which contain large amounts. of cereal foods are 
liable -ta. be inadeq.uate ,unless they. are supplemented -
with foods rich in .calCium, vitamin A, . and vitamin, C, 
and. with some· foods ·containing animal protein. 
9... Because amino .•acids a.re unequally distributed among 
_ cereal foods;_ it. is desirable,to, u-se a varie1;..y of 
cereals. 
10. Alth9,ugh. the .best, proportion is -not known,. it seems 
desirable 'for some ·of the.·protein in one's diet to come 
from animal sources. 
11. Vitamins aid the .body,in_m(tking.use of its building 
·_ and maintenance materials, he.nee ·serious · d~ficie_ncy 
will result in wide spread. disorders. 
C. Foods must be made safe .for human consumption e:ven 
tho,ugh the nutritive. value may be slightly 'impaired. 
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1. Milk sold from an open can or · container can . seldom 
be considered safe and ther.efore cannot be considered 
economical at any price. 
2. Because of the danger of ingesting trichinae, small 
organisms which· are sometimes imbedded in the 
-muscle fibers of pork, . it is necessary. to cook this 
. meat thoroughly, alth9ugh some of the thiamine. may 
. be destroyed. 
3. Processing converts perishable raw material to a stable 
form, . of which· very little is.· lost before it reaches. the 
consumer. 
Generalizations for Objective 7: 
I. Good nutrition is. promoted by ,handling and using foods so that 
they_ will. furnish their · maximum of the nutrients. 
A. Appearance, quality, . and nutritive value of vegetables and 
fruits are ·conserved by quick cooking·· in small quantities 
of water. 
1. · The liquid in which vegetables · are cooked . contains 
valuable· minerals and vitamins, . and .if not served with 
the. foods, . may be .used in soups, . s~uces, and gravies. 
2. If fruits and .vegetables are kept at room temp_erature,during 
slicing. or chopping, they may rapidly lose vitamins 
through exposure to oxygen in air · and to · light~ 
3. Keeping vegetables hot after· they are cooked or pre-
heating cooked vegetables causes loss of. some color, 
flavo:r;: and .. vitamins • 
. 4. Nutrients such as v:itamin C, which are· soluble in 
water ·and changed by 1exposure to air, are easily lost 
. or destroyed in food preparation. 
B. · Since vitamins are present in foods · in very small. amounts, 
they may be lost in processing and preparing for eating 
unless correct methods· are used. 
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1. Many vitamins dissolve in water and can be destroyed 
when exposed to .light and oxygen, or when heated, 
especially in the presence of an alkali such as baking 
soda; these facts should be considered in order to 
conserve.vitamins during food .preparation.. 
2. In cooking foods, the addition of an alkali· such as 
baking. soda, increases the losses o;f some of the 
. vitamins, especially Vitamin· C and thiamine. 
3, Addition .of soda. may preserve color of green vegetables 
but may cause some loss of vitamin C, . thiamine, and 
to a lesser degree, riboflavin. 
4. Since. people eat foods that taste good to • them, . it i,s 
important that foods be prepared .so as to be palat-
able as well as nutritious. 
5. Fruits and vegeta,bles,. such as apples and potatoes, 
. lose much of their. vitamin C content when sieved or 
· mashed, as contact with the oxygen of the air 
decreases their vitamin G content. 
· C. · Since the nutr.ients in foods are not µ_suaHy distributed 
equally in all parts of the food, .. discarding portions .of 
food may reduce its nutritive valueo 
1. Large amounts of the minerals and vitamins in 
vegetables often lie directly up.der the skin, . so that 
vegetables cooked in the skin usually. retain more 
food value than those cooked by other methods • 
. a) The diets of the people of the United. States were 
. improved notably by enrichment of bread and flour. 
2. By discarding the o.uter green leaves of a head of 
lettuce, this food loses· much of its value as a s0.urce 
of vitamin A and iron. 
3. Amino acids and fat may be· lost if drippings from 
.. meat are discarded. 
4. Riboflavin, which is liberally supplied by milk, . is 
. destroyed when milk .is exposed to, direct sunlight • 
. 5. Storage in a dark place or opaqu~ containers helps to 
. retain the· nutritive value· of ma:ny. foods. 
6. Since ·the juice ,of acid fruits may be less nutritious 
· and . desirable as · a food than the whole ·. fr.nit, it· is 
probably .unwise to, replace ·whole ,fr.uit _entirely, by 
. juices. 
D. · Food must. be :made · safe for -human consumption even 
·the>,ugh :the· nutritive -.value .·may .. be ·slightly.-impaired. 
l.. Pasteurization makes fresh· milk safe ·for human 
consumption .but does ·not improve its nut:rdtive ,value 
or · remove. the· neces sity,'for -sanitary ·practices in 
·later-handling •. 
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2. The extent of the destruction of. ascorbic acid ·in milk 
is dependent upon · the exact method employed in 
pasteurizing. 
· .. 3. The use ·of pasteurized milk supplemented by foods 
. rich in. vitamin C is . believed preferable · to , the use 
· of raw milk because of the decreased danger bf 
bacterial. contamination. 
4. . It. is .. recommended .that, before milk be· classed as 
: "safe milk" it must have been both .. "properly produced 
and properly.pasteurized". 
· E. The importance of nutritive· loss in food depends partly on 
how extensi~e itis and partly. on the .value of the· food as 
·a squrce. of the· nutrient in question. 
1. Ascorbic:oaci~ is lost more easily. from most foods 
,than ·are , other.· important, nutrients. 
2. Foods lose ,some · n.utritive . value during· the · canning 
process. ·and ~terward throughout the.,·storage period.· 
3. . The. development of newe·r techniques have succeeded 
.in reducing losses -:of nutrients in canning and im-
proving _the quality of canned foods. 
4. · Expulsion. of air before .. sealing and. processing• foods 
reduces ox.idatiVe 1oSS€lS ,of, vitamins at high tempera,-
tures. 
5. Canned meats : lose ·some .• of their ·thiamine during 
.· storage. Riboflavin,. anoth.er vitamin of which meat 
. is· a good source, is not a;ffected by ordinary. storage . 
·temperatures.· 
6. Freezing, a relatively new way to preserve food, offers 
much in the way of retaining nutrients and eating 
qualities of foods. 
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7. Storing many foods at a low temperature and a low content 
of moisture protects against loss of ascorbic acid and 
retards the browning•. reaction. 
8. Exclusion of air · gurads carotene as · it aids in preventing 
· rancidity. 
9. The. bran layers and much of the germ of the cereal grain 
are· removed in the milling of white flour. 
10. Some dehydrated and frozen fruits and vegetables are 
sulfited instead of blanched. Sulfite aids in the retention 
of vitamin· C, but it destroys· vitamin B 1• 
11. Many insecticides leave traces of residue. which might be 
. harmful if the · res,idue ,is excessive. 
12. The law now contains a requirement that insecticides be 
tested .for· safety before they are submitted to the 
· Government with a request. that residue tolerances be 
established. 
13. Antioxidants, mold inhibitors, rancidity prevention agents 
and other preservatives, emulsifiers and stabilizers are 
· examples of the types of additives which are covered by 
the·· additives • amendment. 
14. The ·additives that go, into .foods are there to. improve the 
food and bring it to the housewife in improved condition 
and .. in a more convenient form. 
15. Many coal tar dyes have been proven to be safe for. use 
in ·foods. 
Generalizations for Objective 8: 
I. Good nutrition demands that one .be able to discriminate 
between fact and fallacy in the. vast amount of advertising 
and popular beliefs · about the use of foods. 
A. Sound information about the nutdtive value of foods and 
the nutritional needs · of the .body provides the best 
. basis for making intelligent choices of foods in 
spite of the mass of information and misinformation 
confronting · t~e consumer. 
1. There ·is· no . reason to. believe that any ·combination 
of sanitary foods ·is harmfuLor poisonous, or· that 
certain foods '.when used: together have some unusual 
reaction on the . body. 
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z. There is. no food that has ·any effect on·. sexual. potency. 
· 3. No ;foods :or diets are known which can cure ·patients 
. who have arthritis, . rheumatism, . or cancer. 
4. Money· spent for · 111;.tealth · fooq.s 11 and "health aids 11 
will_ usually be· better spent for -nutritious· foods ·whicp. 
contribute ,toward a good diet. 
5. Foods lose -their -identity:in the digestive tract and, 
although they provide many nutrients needed by any part 
of the body, . they. do -not- serve a .special purpose, as 
· for · example, . fish· serving as • a brain food • 
. 6. Special diets., advertised. to, meet specific conditions, 
. very .. often are seriously harmful. if used over a 
'period of time. 
7. Medical attention to· a .seriqus ailment may _be delayed 
while a . food quack or faddist attempts ·to, treat the 
condition. 
8. . Faddish foods and .treatment are inv;ariably. expensive. 
9. Commer;cial yogurt is an expensive form of milk. 
10. Children following a ;.diet fad may not get the nutrients 
·they.· need for ·proper growth and development. 
11. Acid. fruits and vegetables do not produce an acid 
.condition of. the body. 
B. Food misinformation encourages ·the ·waste of money and 
.it th:i;-eatens health through ·.misinterpretation o,£ facts, 
. defeating acceptance of scientifically~s9und nutrition. 
1. Protection of food_ by· industry and by· law. i.s excellent, 
_ and the foods available at your local grocery store 
are not only attractive and flavorsome but are also 
completely adequate.: to supply all of your nutritional 
needs. 
2. Persons in good health _who eat a variety of foods 
have no need to worry about nutritional deficiencies. 
3. When unknowning or .unscruplous promoters distort 
the facts and claim benefits against diseases or --
symptoms which are -not caused by a dietary defi-
ciency at all-the results can be tragic. 
4. Although the individual_ should always be receptive 
to ideas regELrdingthe _ use of food, food fads and 
sensational claims should be viewed critically. 
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5. Modern advertising• influences the food habits of 
people directly through· information about the product 
and indirectly through associations built up around it. 
6. Awareness of prices competing foods and their uses 
can help individuals to evaluate advertising claims. 
7. Fasting disturbs the body functions and may bring 
about serious. consequences, especially if carried 
to the· extremes by over enthusiastic persons. 
8. Constipation is not caused by eating cheese or 
drinking :milk but may result when the diet. is lacking 
the foods that provide bulk. 
9. A certain percentage of raw foods, especially fruits 
and vegetables, is desirable in the diet but most of 
our common foods which are customarily served 
cooked are not only more palatable in their cooked 
form but more easily digested and less irritating to 
the digestive tract as well. 
C. Nutrition authorities- agree that the best way to buy 
vitamins and minerals is in the packages provided by 
nature....;_vegetables, fruits, . milk, eggs, meats, fish, and 
whole grain, . or e-nriched breads and cereals. 
1. Vitamin and mineral food supplements may serve a 
useful pur-pose when £or some spec::ial reason the 
diet requires this. kind of supplement. 
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2. Excesses of vitamins above those needed for the use 
and stores of the body will not be: likely to yield 
benefits in the form of extra energy, vim or vigor. 
3. Vitamin pills will be .beneficial only to the person 
who has a real deficiency, and most pills contain 
a number of vitamins which the person does not 
. need in amounts greater than he receives in his usual 
diet. 
D. Claims regarding great nutritional benefits derived from 
. using special types of cooking equipment are often mis-
leading. Furthermore, claims regarding ndisastrous 
toxic .effects" are unfounded. 
1. Although vast numbers of experimental observations 
have been made, no evidence indicates that there· is 
any harm in either aluminum baking powder or 
aluminum cooking utensils. 
Generalizations for Objective 9: 
I. Nutrition can affect your personality, vigor and ambition. 
A. Some personality traits known to be affected by the 
nutrition of the individual are cheerfulness and coopera-
tiveness, self~conpdence. and poise, interest in others 
and emotional stability. 
1. Since good nutrition helps the body function properly, 
it also. helps. the individual to feel capable of meeting 
problems, and thus reduces tension and. frustration. 
2. People suffering from chronic dietary deficiencies 
become morose and unhappy and lose their sense of 
humor. 
3. When an individual is extremely hungry, he is 
· likely to be irritable, restless and lacking in self-
confidence, and judgment; prolonged hunger often 
makes the individual lose his sense of right and 
wrong, consideration for others, ability to get along 
with people· and ambition. 
4. Good health helps people to enjoy and take part in 
activities with their friends; interest in being_; 
socially acceptable has been observed to decrease 
under ·conditions of poor nutrition •. 
5, Thiamine. has been called the· "morale vitamin" 
because a body. deficiency of this vitamin may 
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cause personality characteristics · such as . irritability, 
quarrelsomeness,. lack of cooperation and. loss ·of 
initiative. 
6. · When .families · fall into· the. habit of disorganized 
.meals and .carelessness in eating, friction and 
unhappiness are the usual results; at least one good 
family meal a day will do much to preserve the 
unity of the family ·and promote the personality 
· development of its ·members. 
7~ . Eating .a ·whol1~some, .· nutritious breakfast helps boys 
· and girls to avoid .feeling nervous, . tired and irritable 
. before ·noon. 
B. Regular· hours -for· eating meals, plenty of outdoor exer ... 
cise, freedom from hurry and worry and a good .nutritious 
diet will help to. maintain .a .good appetite and improve ·a 
··· poor one. 
, 1. Good nutrition is· promoted by assuming r·esponsibility 
for one's own nutrition. 
· 2.. M~:b.y. of the ·factors wp.ich inflqence nutrition are 
. unde-r the direct control 'of the individual. 
3. From the variety. of foods available the individual· has 
the power to choose ·or· reject, and .thus to. determine 
the llutr.itive.-value of his• diet. 
4;, Ea.ting sweet foods •will increase the. blood-sugar 
· level and may produce ·a .body. condition .which 
diminish@s·:the desire· to eat. 
s ... It is. important not to. permit one's friends to over·-
. rule ·wis·e choices of snacks. 
6. 
7. 
People do not like to. have food restrictions placed 
on· them .unless ·they ·know the reasons and accept 
, them. . . ;, 
,If it is nec·essary to ,watch one's weight, then it is 
• well to· emphasize ·low calorie foods, 
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8. Th~re are no serious objections to in-between meal 
eating i£ people rE)alize what they are adding to their 
diet. 
9. By taking enough exerds e, the danger of excessive 
intake of calories will be reduced. 
l O. If the food energy intake exceeds the amount of 
energy used by the body mainly for exercise, main-
tenance and growth there will be storage of the surplus 
and gain in body weight due to the accumulation of 
body fati conversely, if the food energy intake is 
less than the body ne~ds there will be loss of weight. 
11. Individuals of the same age, sex and occupation 
m;:ty differ widely :i,.n their food energy needs for 
· exercise and rpaintenance; hence individual differences 
mu13t be t;;tken into consideration in the use of general 
figures on food energy or calorie allowances. 
lZ. Su;rplus fat, protein, and carbohydrate are transformed 
into body £at, which is then deposited about the organs, 
between the rnu13cles, or· in a layer of fatty tissue 
µ;nq.er the akin. 
13. A safe program for reducing of relatively. large 
amou,nts of hody weight requires the supervis.ion of 
a physician. 
14~ The goal tow<;).ro which one should strive when reducing 
body weight is a small, steady loss per· week with the 
maintenance of a good state of mental and physical 
efficiency throughout the reducing period. 
15. Because of readjustments of the body to a reducing 
diet, weight loss may not be immediately apparent; 
therefore, it is important to allow sufficient time 
befo:re b';'l~oming discouraged with the results of a 
reducing pro~ram. 
16. Exoes s weight is often accompanied by development 
of heart and c:j.:rculatory dis eases and diabetes in 
middle age; it is generally considered a hazard to 
. safety, health and ~hysical fitness. 
17. Because of the gl;'eat difficulty of reducing and stay-
ing reduced, it is wise never to allow the accumula-
tion of excess weight. 
II. Since infection rnay increase the need for certain nutrients, 
it rnay be factor· in·· bringing about a state of poor· nutrition 
on an app1;trently good diet. 
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A. · If a child is not fully developed or physically. fit beca1,u~e 
of a long period of faulty eating, a libe,ral amount o.f 
nutrients. will be nee es sary over· a Jong period of time 
to rebuild a good body condition. 
1. Food is one of the· most impo•rtant factors influencing 
health and welll:,eing of the individual. 
2. Continuously good food habits· are conducive to the 
best state of nutrition and aid in wrarding off 
.. infections. 
30 People may help to avoid colds by having a consie-
tently good diet and by observing good practices 
of sanitation, . hygiene and. rest. 
4. Nutrient needs may be increased by illness at the 
time that food intake and use are decreased. 
a} Adequate· rest helps ·maintain. body weight· by 
conserving· energy. 
b) La.rge amounts· of protein in the diet aid· recovery 
from wounds, burns, . broken bones and wasting 
•illness es, 
c} Protein ... rich foods furnish materials· from which 
the body can .build substances in the blood which 
will help to. guard .against infection from disease 
organisms. 
· 5. The nutritional requirements of the undernourished 
person may be greater than those of a normal 
person of the same size, 
6. Good nutrition is promoted by.· maintaining. the body 
in a condition favorable for utilizing the n.utrients. 
a} In certain kinds of nutritio.nal. qeficiendes the 
appetite is markedly decreased. 
b} .. A continued .state of malnutrition• reduces the 
· ability of the body to utilize nutrients. 
c) The .. muscles of the digestive tract and the 
· functioning of the digestive organs are 
· impaired by poor nutrition. 
B, Good intestinal hygiene· depends·· on the· maintenance 
of good muscle tone, a favorable ·type of bacteria in 
the intestinal tract (intestinal flora), . regular time for 
elimination and perhaps · ability to relax · from mental 
and . emotional strain, 
· 1, A generally good diet, with regular ·meals contri-
butes · to the · cop.ditions which promote good 
elimination. 
2. It is important to include fruits and vegetables in 
the.· ~idly diet not only because of their ·minerals 
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and vitamins • but also .because of the roughage which 
helps in moving . the · intestinal contents · along ·the 
digestive tract. 
3, Although it is important that waste materials be 
removed, the body is· protected against toxic pro .. 
ducts formed by bacter~al action on these residues 
and over-anxiety about. elimination serves only to 
aggravate the situation, 
rr;i:. Nutritional deficiency, . whether caused by poor diet, infection, 
or·· disease during the formation of the· teeth, . may result in 
improper development and predispose them to decay. 
A, Good dental hygiene is especially important for children 
after eating concentrated or sticky sweet foods, . since 
acid substances formed byi bacteria on the· food residues 
· adhering to the teeth may cause decay. 
1.. Since acids formed by .bacter:ia on sweets lodged 
around the teeth may start decay by dissolving the 
calcium, it is well to cleanse the teeth· thoroughly 
S00],1 after eating foods of this type. 
2, Curtent experimental work .Ernggests that acid fruit 
juices may have a. greater erosive effect on tooth 
ename~ than th<;'! same ·acid fruitssceaten whole. 
3, Keeping the teeth clean is essential, but it will 
not reiplace the :need for. good fo9d in the protection 
of the· teeth· from decay. 
· 4. For · reasons not understood,. some nationalities as 
well as some families have developed either marked 
susceptibility or· marked resistance to tooth decay. 
B. Deviations .of 20 per cent or· mor.e above the desirable 
weight are · recognized as pathologic and the condition 
designated as obesity. 
1. Excessive appetite brought on by psychological 
. factors may influence us · to eat when we have no 
need for food. 
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2. Emotional disturbances such as · sorrow, nervousness, 
irritability, anxiety or lack of acceptance "socially 
may increase or decrease the desire for food and 
also alter ·the habits of living, thus these distur-
bances may be reflected by body weight. 
3. Overnourished children are. usually tall for their 
age and overweight for their height. 
4. Children who are obese maybe poorly nourished in 
respect to various nutrients. 
5. Good nt:ttrition is promoted by wise distribution of 
food$ among meals and snacks. 
6. A safe prog:ram for · reduction of relatively large 
amounts of body. weight requires the· supervision of 
a physician. 
7. Excess ·weight is often accompanied by development 
of heart and .circulatory disease and diabetes in 
middle age. 
8. Because of great difficulty in reducing and staying 
reduced, it iei wise never to allow the accumulation 
of excess weight. 
9. For ·the convalescent and the family member who 
needs to gain weight, . or the elderly person who 
needs a number oi small feedings, . there are. many 
ways of increasing the nutritive value of snacks. 
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Generalizations for Objective 10: 
I. A. sanitary. food supply require·s proper legislation and public 
opinion. 
A. The ·protection afforded .the c·ons·Umer .by· governmental 
· ... agencies 'does ·not relieve the individuals of their ·respon-
sibility. in attempting to discern -be.tween fact. and fiction. 
1. We are fortunate ,in this country to enjoy certain 
assurances by. law. that our food supply. is· wholesom,e • 
. z. We ·may ,-feel. confident when-making a purc):lase ·that 
the product conforms. to ·the ·la..bel description. 
3. Some. of our ·protection is ,through fede..r·al laws,. some 
by s·tate ·laws and some through local regulations • 
. 4. Foods :bear.ing labels. that. are false or misleading 
_are ·prohibited in shipment from one state to:·.another. 
5. The federal law imposes certain specific r-eq,uirements 
-for the labels of. foods :intended .for special dietary 
.uses ·in order to ,inform the purchaseir.r ·of the ,value 
· of the, food .. for such uses. 
6. The fede·ral law makes a .special requireI?3eI1t that 
foods for .use.·iµ diets ,for ·the dietary ,management 
of dis:ease ,or the control of body ·weight carry label 
. statements • of the percentage by weight of the · protein, 
fat and available · carbohydrate -content and . of the 
caloric va.lue of a .specified · .. quantity of the food, • 
. · 7~ The regulations· o.f state -laws ·vary. from·· state to 
, state. · Most of them cover ·mislabeling of products 
and provide for · certain sanitary -regulations of 
products ·manufactured .and .put on the market· within 
.the··.stat.e. 
8. Local laws ·apply/for the mo,st :part to -control of .the 
. ' ./ 
· quali~y,'and sanitation of milk products on the market 
and to.; the ·sanitary c·ondition~ of lo.cal eating 
.·· establishments • 
. B. The ·enforced enrichment ·of processed foods,. when :in 
the interest of public health~ requires action at the 
, s-tate · an,d national level. 
· l_., Enrichment and fortification· of food was :another 
: milestone -iri nutrition·. progres $. 
2. Enrichment was :m~d·e ·possible by the chemist's 
-ability;--to prepare ·pure ·nutrients :in ·inexpensive 
forms and was ,made nec·essary by ·the. Federal 
Government • 
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. -3. · When the ·average American's :diet wae;;·'found to · .. be 
inadequate during the period of· World: War ·II, enrieh-
ment of. several. commonly .used foods be~an. 
4~ Fortification ·.of margarine ·with -vitamin A_ is . manda-
tory ,in .some states • 
. 5., 'Ihe first procedures jn ·the: processing of food sho.uld 
be ·cleaning, . sorting, grading· and preparing the· foods 
· as for .·table ,us-e.. · 
. 6. After food is•prepared for.·ta:ble.use, .most ofit 
. receives ·some ,kind .of treatment, such· as blanching, 
-.pasteurizing, . concentrating. or: sulfiting • 
. 7.· The- food industries that· produce ,and distribute foods, 
. as ·well >as ,home-inak~rs :and'>' regulato;ry agencies, 
have re·sponsibilities :for the·. sa;iitary. condition of 
foods.· 
8. Processing· converts ·perishable· raw material to a 
.stabl~ , ferm:, . of wh;ich :very. littfe _ is -lost· before. it 
reaches ·the consumer •. 
II. For some factors ·which ,influence -nutnition; .· the .·responsibility 
.· of the.'indiVid:ual musti be· ·exercif3:ed through participation in 
community, . state and na-tiond affa.irs. 
A. -IY,tai.ntai:p:ing, a sqund econo:r:ny with a high rate ·of employ-
ment .. and .reasonable ·prices on··basic . .food -commodities 
is important fo ;good n~trition~ ··. · 
... l. . -Conditions. which facilitate distribution from point of 
production A;o point of ne~d a.re ·essential f<;>r · good 
. nutrition. 
z. The authenticity of claims made and beliefs 
followed can be, .ascertained only by seeking 
reliable · sources of information based on res ear ch 
findings. 
Generalizations !.£E_ Objective 11 :. 
I~ Nutrition is not the only important aspect o:J! living. It is 
also important to enjoy friends and to be sociable. 
A. The· warmth and satisfaction imparted when families 
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are served their favorite foods hinges on previous happy 
ex;periences. 
1,. In addition to nourishing the body and filling a need 
in social life, food satisfies certain emotional needs. 
2. Although meals should be pleasant and eating enjoy-
able, pleasure should never become the primary 
purpose of eating. 
3.. Eating foods that one likes and enjoys increases 
one's feeling of well-being and security. 
4. People who travel in a new land with unfamiliar 
food customs often find it a problem to adjust to 
the changed dietary. 
5. Even though a meal may be adequate nutritionally8 
the food may not leave the consumer with a sense 
of genuine satisfaction. 
6. Traditional habits result in certain foods pleasing 
one person and proving distasteful to another. 
7. Social customs of groups to which one belongs 
are powerful factors in determining food habits. 
8. Many a family custom is built around a snack and 
this may be a time when families discuss important 
happenings or other matters. 
9.. When persons are worried, afraid or concerned in 
some manner, they may eat ravenously or the , 
opposite extreme of curtailing food intake drastically. 
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II. Since good nutrition helps the body function properly, it 
also helps the individual to feel capable of meeting problems 
and thus reduces tension and frustration. 
A. When families fall into. the. habit of disorganized meals 
and carelessness in eating, friction and unhappiness are-
the usual ·results; at least one good family meal a day 
will do much to preserve the unity of the family and 
promote the personality development of its members. 
1. When an individual is extremely hungry, he is 
likely to be irritable1 restless and lacking in self-
confidence and judgment; prolonged. hunger often 
makes the· individual. lose his sense of right and 
wrong, consideration for others, ability to get 
along with people and ambition. 
2. Good health heips · people to enjoy and take part in 
acitivities with their friends; interest in being 
socially acceptable· has been observed to decrease 
under conditions of poor nutrition. 
3. Thiamine has been called the "morale vitamin" 
because a body deficiency. of this vitamin may cause 
personality characteristics such as fearfulness, 
apprehension, . timidity, depression, irritability, 
quarrelsomeness,. lack of cooperation and loss of 
initiative. 
4. People suffering . from chronic dietary deficiencies 
·may become· morose and unhappy and lose their 
sense of humor. 
5. Good nutrition is an important· measure in helping 
to prevent anti-social behavior among teen-agers. 
Generalizations for Objective 12: 
I. Various media should be explored for getting information 
to the public. There is special need for nutrition education 
materials geared to specific groups such as children, low-
income families · and the elderly. 
A. The Food and Drug Administration of· the Depa-rtment of 
Health, Education and Welfare -makes available informa-
tion and publications· to aid the consumer. 
1. Newspaper columns can be a good source of food 
information when they. are properly 'written and 
remain unbiased. 
2. Most large a:nd many small newspape·rs :maintain 
food editors. 
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3. Current supplies :and future ·expectations· are :.reported 
regularly by state departments :through the· pr.ess. 
Countless leaflets, . pamphlets and bulletins are made 
·available to those .who. request them • 
. · 4;. State departments of agriculture have available -i~for-
rnation on state ·grades and. state· regulations· con-
cerning food products. 
B. It. is· a continuous chaHenge in nutritioh not only to 
disseminate sound information but also to expose beliefs 
·that are. unsound. 
1. Misinformation and .partial truths ,find strong 
proponents among pseudoscientists ·w\1:0se only ·interest 
is . their own financial . gain. 
2. Much· misinformation originates from facts ·that ar_e. 
· sqund and true but 'are misunderstood or intentionally 
distorted. 
3. The truth :should be sought whenever a .pers:on .is 
skeptical. In this way the ·public will become better 
informed about nutrition so that misinformation .will 
be more difficult to. dispense • 
. 4. Publication of well planned studies ·in nutritional areas 
is desirable to prevent delay in scientific progress. 
C. I£ people can be -made -to realize the r·elationship of 
nutrition to . the values :they. hold high,; they will be 
· interested in developing gocid food, habits. 
1. The development of gocid attitudes toward food is 
basic to. the development of good food habits. 
2. The primary purpose of eating is · to provide for ·the 
body needs. 
3. Continuously· g~od foods habits . are .conducive · to · the 
best state of nu.trition. 
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